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LIFE SCIENCES
SPACESTATIONPLANNINGDOCUMENT
FOREWORD
The Space Station, projected for construction in the early 1990s, will be
an orbiting, low-gravity, permanently manned facility providing unprecedented
opportunities for scientific research. Facilities for Life Sciences research
will include a pressurized research laboratory, attached payloads, and
platforms which will allow investigators to perform experiments in the crucial
areas of Space Medicine, Space Biology, Exobiology, Biospherics and Controlled
Ecological life Support System (CELSS). These studies are designed to
determine the consequences of long-term exposure to space conditions, with
particular emphasis on assuring the permanent presence of humans in space.
The applied and basic research to be performed, using humans, animals, and
plants, will increase our understanding of the effects of the space environ-
ment on basic life processes. Facilities being planned for remote observa-
tions from platforms and attached payloads of biologically important elements
and compounds in space and on other planets (Exobiology) will permit explora-
tion of the relationship between the evolution of life and the universe.
Space-based, global scale observations of terrestrial biology (Biospherics)
will provide data critical for understanding and ultimately managing changes
in the Earth's ecosystem. The life sciences community is encouraged to
participate in the research potential the Space Station facilities will make
possible.
This document provides the range and scope of typical life sciences
experiments which could be performed within a pressurized laboratory module on
Space Station. Research may also be conducted from platforms and attached
payloads. Representative experiments and hardware requirements for platforms
and attached payloads are identified in this document, but will be discussed
more extensively in subsequent documents.
INTRODUCTION
In his State of the Union Address of January 25, 1984, the President directed
NASA"to develop a permanent manned space station...and to do it within a
decade." The permanent U.S. presence in space will enable the United States
to develop our next frontier -- space -- and "to follow our dreams to distant
stars, living and working in space for peaceful economic and scientific gain."
Components of the initial Space Station configuration will be a scientific
laboratory within a pressurized module and associated research platforms. The
Life Sciences Research Facilities (LSRF) on board will permit investigations
in:
Space Medicine, to understand and alleviate detrimental effects of the
unique and often harsh space environment on humanand animal physiology,
necessary if permanent human presence in space is to be assured;
Space Biology, to study effects of space on basic life processes in
animals, humans, and plants to understand the relationship between gravity
and life;
Exobiology, to explore the history of the biogenic elements and compounds
from their nucleosynthesis in stars to their incorporation in living
species ;
Biospherics, to examine living and nonliving components of the biosphere
interacting on a global scale; and in
Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS), to determine effects
of the space environment on biological and nonbiological components needed
for a self-sustaining life support system.
The Life Sciences Space Station Planning Committee has compiled this report
describing a representative pa_oad for research to be conducted within
.... pressurized modules based on mission science objectives and representative
experiments and equipment. The representative pa_oad does not represent the
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outcomeof a payloadselectionprocess. In addition,facilitiesare being
plannedfor remote observationsfrom platformsand attachedpayloadsof bio-
logically importantelementsand compoundsin space and on other planets
(Exobiology),for space-based,observationsof terrestrialbiologyon a global
scale (Biospherics),and for other space biologyresearchthat can be per-
formed outsidethe pressurizedmodule.
Representativeexperimentsand hardwarerequirementsfor attached payloadsand
platformsare identifiedin this document,and will be describedmore com-
pletelyin subsequentvolumes. The major mission scienceobjectivesof the
NASA Life SciencesSpace StationProgramare: to maintaincrew health and
productivityduring long-durationmissions; to supportbasic researchand
developmentin life scienceson the Space Station;and to utilizeSpace
Stationas a test bed to evolve requirementsfor more advancedmissions (e.g.,
a manned mission to Mars).
PURPOSE
The purposeof the Life SciencesSpace Station Planningdocument("Red" Book)
is to developa referencepayloadfor researchthat would be conductedwithin
pressurizedmodules on a space stationto define the engineeringrequirements
(mass, power, volume,etc.). The document detailsthe evolutionaryprocess
from sciencegoals to objectivesthroughexperimentsand hardwareand resource
requirements. Resourcerequirementsvalidatedby this document are described
in mission 307 of the missionrequirementsdata base (Section5.0 of this
report).
This report is one in a serieswhich will addressthe design of and scentific
rationalefor certaintypicallife scienceexperimentsthat might be conducted
on an Earth-orbitingspace station. This informationhas been collectedto
help ensure that Space Stationdesignersand equipmentspecifiersare
responsiveto their users,the sciencecommunity. No experimentshave yet
been selectedfor flight.
Figure 1.0. Engineering Envelope Summary
MASS VOLUME POWER
Mission requirements 8500 Kg 39.0 M3 13.5 KW
data base
Reference payload 6050 Kg 39.0 M3 13.5 KW
Humanemphasis 4911 Kg 37.1 M3 14.4 KW
Biological emphasis 8500 Kg 34.4 M3 15.4 KW
Figure 1.0 compares the engineering envelope detailed in the Mission Require-
ments Data Base with the engineering requirements for these payloads: I) a
reference payload combining human and biological research; 2) a reference
pa_oad emphasizing human research; and 3) a reference pa_oad emphasizing
biological research.
BACKGROUND
Life Sciences Space Station Planning Meeting
The Life Sciences Space Station Planning meeting was held June 10-11, 1985 in
Rosslyn, VA. Its primary purpose was to develop a typical integrated set of
objectives for research which could be conducted on Space Station. Attendees
included scientists from NASAcenters and Headquarters and from universities
(including members from NASALife Sciences advisory committees). At the
meeting, the NASALife Sciences Program encompassing Space Medicine and Space
Biology was subdivided into the following disciplines (listed alphabetically):
Behavior and Performance
Biospherics
Cardiovascular System
Calcium Homeostasis
ControlledEcologicalLife SupportSystems(CELSS)
Endocrinology/FluidElectrolytes
EnvironmentalFactors
Exercise Physiology
Exobiology
Hematology
Immunology
MetabolicRegulation
Microbiology
Muscle Physiology
Neurosciences
Pharmacodynamics
Plant Physiology
PulmonaryPhysiology
RadiationEffects
Reproductionand Development
Groupsof scientistsfrom each disciplinereviewedand prioritizedscience
objectives identifiedpreviouslyin NASAdoc_nents and NASA-fundeddoc_nents.
They also providedadditionalscienceobjectives.
The first draft of the "Red Book" was based on the resultsof this meeting.
Life SciencesSpace StationPlanningCommittee
Anotherresult of the Rossylnmeeting was establishmentof the Life Sciences
Space Station PlanningCommittee,which has representationfrom JSC and ARC
and is chairedby HQ. The members are:
Mr. Marvin R. Christensen,Former Life SciencesSpace StationCoordinator,
NASA Headquarters
Dr. Gary E. Musgrave,Senior Space StationSupportScientist,MATSCO
(Staff)
Dr. Bette Siegel,Life SciencesSpace StationFlight Analyst,MATSCO
(Staff)
Dr. Sam Pool, Chief, Medical SciencesDivision,JSC
Dr. GeraldTaylor, Life SciencesSpace StationProjectScientist,JSC
Mr, Gary Primeaux,Life SciencesSpace StationProjectManager, JSC
Dr. John Billingham,Chief, Life SciencesDivision,ARC
Dr. KennethA. Souza, AssistantChief, Life Sciences,ARC
Mr. Roger D. Arno, ProjectManager,BiologicalResearchProject,ARC
The PlanningCommitteefirst met at JohnsonSpace Centeron September3-4,
1985. The Committeedevelopedand utilizedthe followingassumptions
constrainingpotentialLife Sciencespayloadsthat will be housed within a
pressurizedmodule during the initialoperationconfiguration.
1. The initialoperatingconfiguration(IOC)will be phased and the
space stationwill be "manned."
2. Researchat IOC will emphasizesupportof "man in space."
3. Common scienceobjectiveswill be developedand updated (i.e.,the
interimreport "Red Book").
4. Investigationswill be clearlytied to the objectives.
5. H=nanand animal researchwill be complementary. Basic researchwill
also be conducted.
6. Each Centerwill developexperimentprotocols(definedin JSC-"Blue
Book" - H_man ResearchFacilityFor Space Station- IOC Life Sciences
Requirements- October 1985, JSC 20799 and ARC-"GreenBook" - Life
SciencesResearchObjectivesand RepresentativeExperimentsfor the
Space Station,BiologicalResearchProject- PreliminaryDraft 1986).
7. H_nanand nonh_nanresearchfacilitiesare to be shared equallyin
terms of volume and crew time.
8. The logisticsmodule and sciencemodule will be servicedevery 90
days. Equipmentchangeoutwill be minimal in the IOC phase -- no
more than 10% to 15% replacementevery 90 days.
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9. Six crewmembers will man the Space Station. One will be a life
scientist devoting one half of his or her available time per day.
The remaining crewnembers will be available one-half day each per
week. This will yield 800 hours of crew time available for Life
Sciences Research.
10. Bioisolation for plants and animals will be at the habitat level.
11. The cost approximation will be $50K per kilogram (developed and
flown). (This estimate does not include ground support equipment.)
Additional Meetings and Workshops
Additional meetings and workshops regarding Life Sciences Space Station
planning have been held since the Rosslyn meeting. NASAin-house life
scientists, with their colleagues from the scientific community at large,
convened to review and refine science objectives and to derive key experiments
and lists of supporting equipment. From these equipment lists and agreed-upon
assumptions, the Planning Committee derived a representative payload for human
and biological research to be conducted within a pressurized module for a
"typical" year during the IOC period. Overall payload size was determined by
the limiting factors of crew time and development cost (Assumptions 9 and II).
A typical year during the IOC time frame consists of four 90-day missions.
(Actual experiments may last longer than 90 days.) At least two 90-day
scenarios are required to cover experiments in most of the 20 disciplines of
the Life Sciences Program. Someexperiments may be performed more than once
within a typical year in order to enhance the probabiilty of statistical
significance. Two 90-day representative mission scenarios (termed mission A
and mission B) were developed from representative experiments and are
described in greater detail in section 3.0. Both scenarios can be supported
by the reference payload with a minimal amount of equipment change out. Each
scenario was to be constrained by the assumption that only 800 hours of crew
time would be available for Life Sciences research during a 90-day mission.
Mission Amet these crew time constraints, but mission B did not.
Representative mission scenarios and payload derived are described in the
third section of this report. In addition, data generated from this
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reference payload have been incorporated into the December 1986 version of the
Mission Requirements Data Base (formerly called the Langley Data Base) for
mission 307. See Section 5.0.
At least two additional payloads were examined in detail. One emphasizes
human research; the other emphasizes biological research. Engineering
requirements for mass, power, and volume are within 20% of those specified in
the Mission Requirements Data Base for mission 307 (see Figure 1.0). Details
of those payloads emphasizing humanor biological research are not described
in this report, which focuses on development of an integrated human and
biological research payload for life sciences research to be conducted on
Space Station. These studies were performed to validate the concept of using
a reference payload to define engineering requirements. The close comparison
of the engineering requirements of two extremely different payloads validates
that the data in the Missions Requirements Data Base is sufficient to
accommodate a variety of payloads for Space Station.
Discipline areas not contained in the reference payload described here include
Biospherics, Exobiology, and Reproduction and Development. Experiments in
these disciplines will be conducted either within the module or external to
it. Experiments which support these disciplines are included in Section 4.0
of this report. The representative experiments and equipment to support
planning in these disciplines will be detailed in subsequent documents. If
experiments in these areas are selected for inclusion within the pressurized
module, there would be sufficient power, mass, and volume designated by the
engineering requirements in mission 307 of the Mission Requirements Data Base
to accommodate them.
As future meetings and further information reveal additional relevant
considerations and constraints, payloads and scenarios will be revised and
updated.
SCOPE
The first section of this document details the science rationale and science
objectives for 20 disciplines within the Life Sciences Program for Space
Station,as developedin meetingsof the PlanningCommittee. Objectivesfor
each disciplineare in order of critical need; however,no attempt has been
made to prioritizethe disciplines. Therefore,the sciencedisciplinesare
arranged in alphabeticalorder.
The second sectionlists titles of "representative"experimentsby discipline
from the two mission scenarios. These experimentswere developedto meet the
objectivesdescribedin section 1.0. Experimentsare discussedin greater
detail in the JSC "Blue Book"and ARC "Green Book"and are cross-referencedas
such. This report lists only titles of experimentsfound within the mission
scenarios. Full descriptionsof these experimentsand all others proposedfor
the 20 disciplinescan be found in the "Blue Book" or the "Green Book."
In additionto experiments,this section lists projectedsupportingequipment
for each discipline,which, in total, composesthe hardwareof the representa-
tive payload (withchangeoutof appropriateequipmentneeded for the respec-
tive species). Each piece of hardwarewas evaluatedfor generalapplicability
to Life Sciencesresearchand is annotatedas either "Life SciencesGeneric"
or "ExperimentSpecific." In addition,each hardwareitem is identifiedas
"rack-mounted"or "stowed."
The third sectiondescribesthe 39-rack payload. Assumptionsfor outfitting
the Life Science Payloadare presentedagain. Two representativemission
scenariosconsistentwith payloadassumptionsand representativeexperiments
are presentedin a listingof experimenttitles includedin each scenario.
Experimentsare groupedby discipline. Projectedcrew time requirementsfor
each scenarioare also given.
This sectionalso detailsprojectedresourcesavailablefor the Space Station
sciencepayloaddefined in the Mission RequirementsData Base. Estimatesare
given for the mass, volume, power,depth, width, and height for equipment
listed in Section2.
The fourth sectionincludesa partiallist of experimentsto supportdis-
ciplines not containedin mission Aor mission B. Experimentsin this mission
may be conductedwithin the module or external to the module. Detailed
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definition of these experiments and support equipment will be presented in
subsequent documents.
The fifth section is a copy of mission 307 as described in the Mission
Requirements Data Base.
The sixth section lists all participants in the workshop and contributors to
this doc_nent.
The seventh section lists the references used to compile this report.
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RATIONALEFORBEHAVIORANDPERFORMANCEEXPERIMENTS
NASA's manned missions have been characterized by highly motivated crews. So
far, no overt functional impairments caused by adverse psychological responses
have been reported. However, some feel that longer, increasingly complex, and
relatively routine space missions involving larger, heterogeneous crews may
generate psychological and social problems for which adequate solutions are
not currently available. Potentially stressful factors for crews include:
physical and social isolation, confinement, boredom, threat of potential
hazards, and discomfort associated with crowding, lack of privacy, artificial
life support, and microgravity.
Doc_nented adverse psychological and psychophysiological responses to space
flight include: transient disorientation and spatial illusions; temporary
alteration of visual function; and performance degradation and sleep dis-
turbance associated with unaccustomed work, rest, and sleep schedules.
Psychological factors may also enhance symptoms of space sickness, and
contribute to diminished crew performance.
Anecdotal information from U.S. and Soviet space missions includes examples of
adverse psychological effects: hostility between space and ground crews,
friction between crewmembers, and episodes of mental depression. Also rele-
vant are data from operational or research situations -- such as long sub-
marine missions, undersea habitats, and polar stations -- analogous to space
missions regarding confinement, physical and social isolation, crowding, lack
of privacy, and perceived danger. Research and operational monitoring have
shown adverse psychological effects in such situations ranging from listless-
ness and depression through anxiety accompanied by psychosomatic symptoms,
sleep disturbance, and fatigue, to irritability and frank hostility. _idence
for decreased psychomotor performance in certain undersea activities has also
been cited.
II
RATIONALEFORBEHAVIORAND PERFORMANCEEXPERIMENTS(CONT'D)
Unresolved problems of long-term human occupancy of a space station involve
psychological and social factors in crew compatibility, motivation, and
productivity, and the effects of that environment on perceptual, intellectual,
and motor skills. Research will provide information to ensure the maintenance
of crew health and productivity.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
BEHAVIORAND PERFORMANCE
B-I. Conduct applied research on the biobehavioral factors affecting work
performance on long-term space flights.
B-2. Develop practical strategies for optimizing individual and group per-
formance and productivity, and for providing psychological and social
support to individuals and groups in the space environment.
B-3. Integrate operational inputs to identify useful areas of study, to plan
for the conduct and priorities of research, to identify methods of data
gathering which are congruent with operational constraints and needs,
and to evaluate results.
B-4. Verify baseline parameter data developed through ground-based research.
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RATIONALEFORBIOSPHERICRESEARCHEXPERIMENTS
Biospheric Research studies life as a modulating force which governs the
complex cycling of materials and energy through the biosphere (or global
system). To understand how life and the environment interacts on a global
scale, an interdisciplinary approach that views the biosphere in its entirety
is needed. Biospheric research relies on remote sensing to extrapolate
ground-based, in situ parameters to a global scale. This includes studies of
the influence of natural and h_nan-caused changes in regulating the flow of
chemical compounds through atmospheric, oceanic, and land processes.
Space Station based remote sensing equipment would be suitable for studying
relationships between environmental parameters and animal species of economic
or scientific interest, using NASA's synergistic imaging and trailing systems.
Since different land cover surfaces reflect varying amounts of visible and
infrared light in different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, life
scientists can utilize remotely sensed data to identify "signatures" for sur-
face material (trees, grasses, water, etc.). High spectral resolution data
(combined with high ground sampling frequency) will permit detection of
variations in life-dependent compounds within and between ecosystems.
Ecosystem signatures may also permit estimates of large animal populations and
perhaps even of the range and migratory patterns of selected insect species.
The Remote Sensing and Public Health Project within the Biospherics Discipline
is of particular relevance to Space Station. This project will use remote
sensing techniques to predict the spread of particular insect species.
Studies of environmental characteristics that control insect population
dynamics can be used to predict occurrence of diseases transmitted by insects,
such as malaria. The ability to locate disease-fostering environments around
the globe may eventually permit identification of prime target areas, where
appropriate countermeasures can be instituted. Space Station would provide an
ideal facility to house remote sensors required to gather insect dynamics
data.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
BIOSPHERICS
BS-I° Understand the biogeochemical cycling of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus,
sulfur, and trace metals by using high spectral resolution imagers.
BS-2. Determine primary biological oceanic productivity by use of Ocean Color
Imager or imaging spectrometer.
BS-3. Understand and model environmental parameters which influence
prevalence of vector-borne diseases using high-resolution visible and
infrared or thermal data.
BS-4. Define relationships between environmental parameters and incidence and
type of animal species of economic or scientific interest, using NASA's
synergistic imaging and tracking systems.
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RATIONALEFORCALCIUMHOMEOSTASISEXPERIMENTS
Bone demineralization and negative calcium balance have been consistently
reported in space flight. Other changes in calcium metabolism possibly
associated with bone loss and increased risk of fracture have been observed.
These changes include increased fecal loss of calcium and hypercalciuria with
potential implications for formation of calcium-containing renal stones. In
United States space flights as long as three months and Soviet flights as long
as seven months, neither loss of bone minerals nor the resultant hypercal-
ciuria have been associated with impaired functional capacities of astronauts.
However, concern for the health, effectiveness, and safety of space crews
during extended space flight requires that unknown factors concerning bone
demineralization be identified.
Bone loss processes in man during space flight are poorly understood.
Histomorphometric studies of bone changes in rats flown aboard Cosmos
biosatellites suggest that periosteal bone formation is inhibited and
endosteal bone resorption is unchanged in weight-bearing bones. However,
similar studies of bone changes in humans have not been performed during space
flight or during simulated weightlessness on the ground (e.g., bed rest).
Evidence of bone mineral loss in humans during space flight has been supplied
by metabolic balance studies and by noninvasive measures of bone density
changes. These studies indicate an overall difference between anabolic and
catabolic processes, but say little concerning the changes occurring in bone
during weightlessness. Metabolic balance studies in humans during bed rest
show changes in calcium balance generally similar to those astronauts
experienced during space flight. Increased urinary and fecal losses of
calcium have been reported in each situation. It has not been shown whether
fecal losses result from increased endogenous losses or decreased intestinal
absorption of calcium. Noninvasive measures of bone density indicate that
preferential loss of calcium from weight-bearing bone (os calcis) is commonto
space flight and bed rest.
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RATIONALEFORCALCIUMHOMEOSTASISEXPERIMENTS(CONT'D)
Trials of countermeasures to prevent bone demineralization have been conducted
in crews during space flight and, more extensively, in ground-based studies of
human subjects during bed rest. Although exercise is considered a promising
countermeasure for Space Station, it has not completely reversed negative
calcium balance or hypercalciuria experienced by astronauts. At the present
time, no biochemical or mechanical remedy is available to prevent disuse
osteoporosis from occurring on the Space Station.
During the era of long-term Space Station habitation we need to continue to
investigate the mechanisms of disuse osteoporosis so that rational
countermeasures can be developed. Additionally, the potential for the
development of renal lithiasis should be investigated. Although renal
lithiasis is unlikely to occur, its investigation remains critical, since
stone formation in the urinary tract could present a medical emergency.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
CALCIUMHOMEOSTASIS
C-1. Differentiate the primary causal factors influencing bone changes in
microgravity or reduced gravity from the homeostatic responses of the
calcium regulatory system.
C-2. Determine the magnitude, rates and sites of bone mineral change
resulting from exposure to microgravity.
C-3. Determine the effect of microgravity on risk factors for the
development of renal stones.
C-4. Quantify the effect of dietary factors (oxalate, phosphate, etc.) on
calcium absorption and secretion and renal stone risk.
C-5. Delineate the histomorphometric changes in trabecular and cortical bone
across species.
C-6. Determine if bone loss resulting from microgravity is reversed
following flight.
C-7. Determine the effects of microgravity on crystal growth of stone
forming salts (i.e., calcium oxalate and uric acid) in vitro and in
vivo.
C-8. Determine the mechanism for the observed decrease in net calcium
absorption during space flight (absorption vs. secretion).
C-9. Determine the effects of microgravity on local bone changes (e.g.,
mechanical stress and piezoelectric stimulation, prostaglandins, blood
fl ow).
C-IO. Ascertain effects of microgravity on the chemical composition of bone.
C-II. Investigate protocols for exercise, electrical stimulation, and other
countermeasures which might reduce microgravity-induced bone and muscle
loss.
C-12. Correlate bone loss during space flight and ground simulation studies
with loss of muscle and electrolytes.
C-13. Compare effects of microgravity with changes observed in ground-based
model systems.
C-14. Determine the relationship between intestinal motility and calcium
absorption in microgravity.
C-15. Determine if there is a primary renal calcium leak induced by
microgravity.
C-16. Determine the relationship between microgravity and renal production
and clearance of calcium regulating hormones.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
CALCIUMHOMEOSTASlS(CONTINUED)
C-17. Determine the effects of microgravity on bone cell metabolism in vitro.
C-18. Determine the level and duration of artificial g needed to protect the
skeleton during long-duration missions and its relevance to the risk of
stone formation.
C-19. Determine the effects of microgravity on the concentration and
clearance of heavy metals derived from bone resorption.
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RATIONALEFORCARDIOVASCULARSYSTEMEXPERIMENTS
Progress has been made to prevent or control deconditioning of the cardio-
vascular system occuring during adaptation to space flight, but important
issues remain unresolved. Evidence of cardiovascular deconditioning obtained
directly from observations of astronauts and cosmonauts during and after
flight has accumulated since it was first reported following the 9-hour
Mercury mission. After completion of the Skylab space flight program in 1974,
substantial additional data on cardiovascular effects of flights and ground-
based simulations have been reported. Though humanadaptability to space
appears adequate for missions lasting at least 6 months, countermeasures for
projected longer-term missions must be developed.
Cardiovascular deconditioning is generally agreed to be caused by weightless-
ness, resulting in the disappearance of the customary, gravity-induced,
hydrostatic pressure gradients throughout the body. Upon exposure to zero-g,
a shift in regional blood volumes occurs toward the most compliant segments of
the circulation (the lungs, heart and the systemic veins), which are only
partially filled at l-g. This volume change is presumably followed by a
change in total blood volume, caused by transcapillary fluid movements due to
elimination of gravitationally induced intravascular and tissue pressure
gradients. In a gravitational force environment, such gradients are present
in all body positions and are proportional to the differences in vertical
height of the various capillary beds in the systemic and pulmonary circula-
tions associated with the different body positions. Suppression of vaso-
pressin release accompanied by a water diuresis and natriuresis are
characteristic responses early in simulated weightlessness and have been
postulated in zero-g.
Attempts to prevent or control cardiovascular deconditioning have involved
inflight, reentry, and postflight measures. Countermeasures include inflight
exercise, lower body negative pressure (LBNP), venous occlusion, preentry
fluid and electrolyte replacement, use of antigravity suits during and
following reentry, and postflight support measures. Opinion is divided about
the extent of protection offered by vigorous, regularly scheduled exercise,
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RATIONALEFORCARDIOVASCULARSYSTEMEXPERIMENTS(CONT'D)
repeated LBNP, and preentry fluid and electrolyte replacements. However,
standard Shuttle operating procedure is to consume water and salt within the
hour prior to entry. Future research may focus on exposing man to periods of
artificial gravity in preparation for return to earth.
Continuing human presence aboard Space Station will require an understanding
of cardiovascular responses to space flight superior to today's knowledge.
Efforts to date have concentrated on acute effects of microgravity, with only
limited results available from long flights from the #merican and Soviet space
programs. Space Station will permit collection of meaningful, statistically
valid information on physiological adjustments to flight of humans of
different ages, genders, and physical conditions. Complementary, more
invasive studies will be performed on animals. Postflight studies should
allow characterization of the type and duration of cardiovascular decondi-
tioning to be expected upon return to earth. This data base will have
important operational consequences, such as allowing the tailoring of tours of
duty, flight activity patterns, and countermeasures to minimize detrimental
effects of exposure to space flight. In addition, the potential for using
more complex and comprehensive experimental designs opens new vistas in
understanding cardiovascular processes in general for the improvement of life
on earth.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
CARDIOVASCULARSYSTEM
CS-I. Investigate cardiac and circulatory hemodynamics.
a. Central (RA, RV, LA, LV)
° Chamberand wall dimensions
° Function at rest
° Function with stress
b. Regional (peripheral)
° Arterial: Pressure; Flow
° Venous capacitance
c. Vital organ flow and distribution
° Pulmonary
° Renal
° Splanchnic
° Cerebral
CS-2. Investigate biochemical and ultrastructural changes.
a. Myocardial/connective tissue ratios
b. Vascular histochemistry-microcirculation
c. Cell ular organelle changes
d. Intermediary metabolism (CPK, lipid, etc.)
CS-3. Investigate reflex control mechanisms.
a. Baroreflexes
° High pressure: Carotid; Aortic
° Low pressure: Cardiopulmonary
b. Peripheral resistance
c. Endocrine
° Renal
° Central nervous system: Antidiuretic hormone
° Cardiac: Atrial naturetic factor (ANF)
° Neuro-autonomic : Catechol amines
CS-4. Investigate dysrhythmias.
CS-5. Investigate types of countermeasures to orthostatic intolerance.
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RATIONALEFORCONTROLLEDECOLOGICALIFE SUPPORTSYSTEM(CELSS) EXPERIMENTS
A bioregenerative humanlife support system will be necessary for long-
duration manned space flight and for planetary bases due to the impossibility
of transporting sufficient single-use life support resources from the Earth.
This system, which NASAcalls a Controlled Ecological Life Support System
(CELSS), will be required to produce food, water and air by continually
recycling humanand plant wastes.
Such systems appear to be feasible in theory; however, the science and
engineering understanding needed for their construction is not yet complete.
It will be important to extrapolate data effectively from the Plant Physiology
discipline to CELSSstudies to maximize oxygen and food production in crop
plants and ensure that detrimental effects to plants from space flight are
minimized by appropriate countermeasures.
CELSSplant growth studies have focused on developing ground plant growth
conditions that maximize plant productivity. Subsequently, the complete life
cycle of plants while in space must be studied to determine the effect of
reduced gravity on life-cycle plant productivity. The first essential task
for CELSSspace research will be to compare performance of plants from seed to
seed on the ground and in space, to establish a baseline for additional
research. Measurements to be made in space will include nutrient uptake,
rates of photosynthesis, energy efficiency, biomass productivity, water vapor
production, ratios of edible to inedible biomass, and nutritional composition
of biomass.
Since plant growth experiments require long duration in a microgravity
environment due to time between seed germination and harvest, Space Station or
an equivalent system is required to conduct such experiments. Technology
transfer of plant growth techniques developed during CELSSstudies may provide
significant improvements in terrestrial agriculture.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
CONTROLLEDECOLOGICALIFE SUPPORTSYSTEM(CELSS)
CL-I. Determine the microgravity conditions for optimizing productivity of
plants for CELSSapplications.
CL-2. Identify and evaluate the effectiveness of countermeasures to the
effects of microgravity on plant development and productivity.
CL-3. Determine and evaluate the effects of space flight on interactions
among the organisms and other components of a CELSS.
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RATIONALEFORENDOCRINOLOGY/FLUIDELECTROLYTEXPERIMENTS
An initial physiological consequence of weightlessness is a cephalad shift in
body fluids. This redistribution of an estimated 1.5 to 2 liters of fluid
from the lower extremities is detected by stretch receptors in the left atrium
and interpreted by the brain as an increase in total blood volume. A physio-
logical compensatory mechanism is set in motion which results in a decrease in
plasma volume and a continuous loss of electrolytes during space flight.
Head-down bed rest studies indicate that early changes in central venous
pressure lead to a decrease in plasma volume. Plasma volume has not been
measured during flight, but in Spacelab I crewnembers venous pressure was
• lower a day after launch than it was preflight. Fluid shifts were thought to
have occurred during the first 3 to 6 hours of flight. Such changes in fluid
distribution may be responsible for the observed decrease in red cell mass
which persists for two weeks after landing. Soviet investigators found that
erythrocyte count did not return to normal until 6 weeks after 96- to 175-day
flights.
The fluid shift produces the orthostatic intolerance and decrease in blood
volume associated with cardiovascular deconditioning. However, the degree of
orthostatic intolerance is greater than would be predicted from the magnitude
of the fluid shift. This implies that additional mechanisms are involved,
possibly alterations in neural or hormonal regulation or changes in vascular
properties and the manner in which body fluids are redistributed.
Research in the endocrinology/fluid electrolyte discipline may include studies
on: I) the relationship between central venous pressure and plasma volume
during weightlessness; 2) the effect of long-term space flight on circadian
rhythms of circulating levels of hormones and electrolytes; 3) the effects of
weightlessness on hormones involved in regulation of fluid and electrolyte
metabolism; 4) the effects of weightlessness and of weightlessness-induced
electrolyte and muscle loss on kidney function; 5) pituitary gland function
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under weightless conditions; 6) the effects of countermeasures on weight-
lessness-induced changes in endocrine and electrolyte parameters; and 7) the
characterization of the type and duration of changes in endocrinology and
fluid and electrolytes upon return to earth. Information from such studies is
essential for defining a baseline norm for zero-g adaptation and health.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
ENDOCRINOLOGY/FLUIDELECTROLYTE
EN-I. Determine the relationship between central venous pressure and plasma
volume during weightlessness.
EN-2. Determine whether circadian rhythms of circulating levels of hormones
and electrolytes are affected by long-term space flight.
EN-3. Obtain consistent data about the effects of short-term, long-term, and
repeated-exposure weightlessness on hormones involved in the regulation
of fluid and electrolyte metabolism.
EN-4. Measure the effects of weightlessness and of weightlessness-induced
electrolyte and muscle loss on kidney function.
EN-5. Measure pituitary gland function under weightless conditions.
EN-6. Determine the role of microgravity on central controllers of various
physiological systems (neurochemistry, neural metabolism, single cell
responses).
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Research and development in the area of environmental factors relevant to
Space Station will include projects on spacecraft atmosphere, thermal
exchange, extravehicular activity (EVA) including space suit atmospheres and
decompression, work rates, and metabolism. In the past, each parameter --
cabin pressure, temperature, humidity, pO2, pCO2, suit Pressure, EVA work
rates, adequacy of decompression protection -- was given acceptable set points
or ranges based upon l-g laboratory data as well as some experience inflight.
As we anticipate long-term habitation in space, environmental parameters
thought adequate for short-duration space flight must be reevaluated in light
of possible physiological effects associated with long-term exposure to space.
In addition, new technology has become available which may expand options for
suit pressures and repeated EVAsand which may ultimately affect cabin
environmental factors.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
ENVIRONMENTALFACTORS
EF-I. Understand and obtain quantitative data on inert gas exchange as a
function of time in space.
EF-2. Investigate the effect of the space environment on formation of bubbles
in blood and other tissues.
EF-3. Understand interrelationships between various facets of space
adaptation syndrome and environmental factors.
EF-4. Establish a model of thermal equilibrium as a function of time in
weightlessness.
EF-5. Evaluate effects of subclinical bubbles and other EVAphenomena on
blood and pulmonary parameters.
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Exposure of humans to microgravity has certain dramatic effects on physio-
logical systems involved in physical activity: cardiovascular deconditioning,
muscle atrophy and bone loss. These effects, while not of major concern on
short-term Shuttle missions, become increasingly crucial for long-term Space
Station habitation.
Exercise is one of the most effective known measures for improving or main-
taining physical conditioning. There is much information concerning effects
of exercise on the body in a l-g environment, but little is known about its
effects in microgravity. From data relating to deconditioning in flight, it
has been hypothesized that various types and forms of exercise may be used
inflight to counteract adaptive responses to microgravity which may cause
problems upon reentry to l-g. Aerobic endurance exercise is suggested as a
countermeasure to cardiovascular deconditioning. Muscle strength and
endurance training exercises are proposed to counteract deleterious effects of
muscle atrophy. _rms of exercise which "load the skeleton" are proposed to
counteract bone mineral loss.
In the U.S. and U.S.S.R., investigators have reported that certain types of
physical activities may counteract some deleterious effects of microgravity.
Soviet cosmonauts on board their Salyut spacecraft have reportedly exercised
for as long as 2 hours per day. The U.S. Skylab and U.S.S.R. Salyut missions
attempted to relate the level of exercise to the extent of the deconditioning
observed. Biomedical results from Skylab tend to confirm the hypothesis that
certain types of exercise may reduce the degree of cardiovascular decondi-
tioning and muscle atrophy. In addition, exercise has been shown to affect
such psychological factors as the individual's adjustments to confined
environments and work productivity, and to be useful in preventing and
treating depression. Therefore, it is possible that exercise may be beneficial
in facilitating psychological adaptation to long-duration space flight.
However, after assessing present knowledge in this area, it becomes evident
that we are only in the initial phases of understanding the potential inter-
action of exercise on the effects of microgravity during long-term space
flights.
3O
SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
EXERCISEPHYSIOLOGY
EXP-I. Delineate and document time course changes that occur in muscular
performance -- force, velocity, endurance, histology, electro-
physiology; include upper and lower torso.
EXP-2. Delineate and document the time course changes that occur in aerobic
capacity.
EXP-3. Delineate any changes in joints such as the time course of range of
motion changes and l igamentous stability changes, including load
bearing and non-load bearing.
EXP-4. Determine what role muscular forces play in bone calcium metabolism.
EXP-5. Determine the effects of different types of exercise on muscles,
aerobic capacity, and bone/calcium metabolism.
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NASA's Exobiology Program is directed toward improving the understanding of
the origin, evolution, and distribution of life and life-related molecules
throughout the universe. The unifying concept underlying research in exo-
biology is that the origin and evolution of life is an integral part of the
origin and evolution of stars and planets; thus, life is a product of a con-
tinuum of physical and chemical processes that started with the origin of the
universe itself. Constructing a plausible pathway that leads from the origin
of the universe to the establishment of a sustained biota on Earth involves
the synthesis of data collected from ground-based, space and planetary
investigations. In this context, the Space Station will contribute signifi-
cantly, providing three new tools: enhanced observational capability; in situ
cosmic dust collection; and a unique environment for a variety of simulations.
In the area of observational exobiology, orbiting telescopes on Space Station
will expand the observable wavelength region from the far infrared to the
sub-millimeter. This portion of the spectrum provides unique information
about many molecules in diverse cosmic environments and to date is almost
completely unexplored. Key observations within these spectral windows include
the detection of extrasolar planetary systems, the study of the solar nebula
and its analogs, the identification of biogenic elements and complex molecules
in primitive bodies and in theatmospheres of the giant planets, the study of
comets and asteroids, and the study of molecules in space.
Cosmic dust, or interplanetary dust particle (IDP), collection can benefit
from large collection surfaces and long exposure times that may be achieved
with the completion of the Space Station. Collected IDPs could then be
studied and identified, to determine whether the dust is cometary, meteoritic,
or interstellar in origin. IDPs believed to contain organic molecules of
biological significance will provide important evidence concerning the cosmic
evolution of biogenic elements and compounds related to the origin of life.
Life scientists on the Space Station will also be in an excellent position to
study the chemical processes leading to interstellar particle formation in the
vacuum, radiation, and microgravity conditions of space. Grains could be
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artificially synthesized to study, in miniature, the formation of biogenic
compounds believed to occur on the surfaces of meteorites, and in comets,
solar nebulae and interstellar space and to understand the processes by which
this occurs.
Space Station will also provide a uniquely useful environment for in situ
investigations, which are of central importance to Exobiology. By making
available special conditions such as microgravity, a reasonably good vacuum
with a very high pumping speed, and a solar flux that is less attenuated than
that at the Earth's surface, Space Station will enable the conduct of
experiments which would provide "space truth" for analogous experiments
conducted in ground-based laboratories or on computers. Such experiments
include the detailed study of fundamental physical and chemical processes that
can occur on the surfaces of grains in interstellar dust clouds; an artificial
comet; and, possibly, tests of the concept of panspermia.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
EXOBIOLOGY
EX-I. Nondestructively collect and identify the source of cosmic dust
particles that represent primitive solar system and interstellar
materials to analyze biogenic elements (C,H,O,N,P,S) and compounds
(H_O, CO2, and organics), to provide knowledge on the chemical and
physical evolution of the solar system and the origin of life.
EX-2. Conduct astronomical spectrophotometric observations of planetary
atmospheres, comets, molecular cloud cores, diffused interstellar
clouds, evolved stars, other galaxies, and nebulae to understand the
origin and evolution of biogenic elements and compounds.
EX-3. Study the formation, growth, and accretion of dust grains and their
interactions with interstellar gases, in space-based simulations, to
trace the history of organic matter in the primitive solar system.
Evaluate the significance of biologically produced organic matter in
the evolution of terrestrial planets.
EX-4. Study physical and chemical reactions in the nuclei and on the surfaces
of Artificial Icy Comets during exposure to the microgravity, vacuum
and radiation environment of space to determine the contribution of
comets to the distribution of volatile biogenic elements and compounds
to the planets.
EX-5. Conduct remote observation of artificial comets to provide information
on the composition of the primordial solar nebula.
EX-6. Evaluate the reactive properties of naturally occurring, high-velocity
oxygen atoms in space.
EX-7. Evaluate the hypothesis that life could have been carried to Earth from
outer space (panspermia) by studying factors that contribute to the
ejection of microbes from planets into space, and their survival in the
space environment.
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Postflightreductionin the circulatingerythrocytemass in human hematologic
tissuesis a significanteffect of space flight. Variationsin the magnitude
of loss in individualcrewmembersand the complicatedpostflightrecovery
kineticssuggesta complex relationshipbetweenred cell mass loss and
durationof exposureto space flight. Such "anemiaof space flight"is
frequentlyaccompaniedby a reductionin plasmavolume,apparentlyoccurring
early in the mission and sustainedthroughoutthe flight. Other,subtler,
effectshave been observedin the functionand structureof red blood cells
and the concentrationof some plasma proteins.
A consistentreductionin circulatingred cell mass, usuallyaccompaniedby a
decreasein plasmavolume (whichmay or may not be related)was first noted
followingthe Gemini V and VII missions and later observedfollowingthe
flightsof Apollo 9, Apollo 13 through 17, Skylab,and Apollo-SoyuzTest
Project(ASTP). Similarfindingswere reportedfollowingSalyutmissions. It
was initiallyproposedthat the high concentrationand partialpressureof
oxygen in spacecraftled to a reductionof erythrocytemass. This hypothesis
appearedto be supportedby similarobservationsin a barochamberstudy which
utilizeda 100% oxygen atmosphereat a total pressureof 5 psi. However,
Skylab flightdata did not supportthe conceptof an oxygen-inducedintra-
vascularhemolysis. Becausedata seem to suggestreducedred cell production
as the probablecause of inflighterythrocytemass loss, studiesinvestigating
the possibleinfluenceof space flight on erythropoiesisshould receive
priority.
Since space flight anemia is dissimilarin many respectsto any known anemia
occuring in normal gravity,it is not known if anemia of space flight would
decrease exercisetoleranceof astronautsinflightas it does on Earth,or if
bone marrow would respondas on Earthto life-threateninghemorrhage. Another
major questionis whetherspace flight anemia is progressive. It is critical
that our understandingof space flightanemia be enhancedif we are to prevent
severe and possiblyirreversiblehematologicalchangeson long-duration
missions.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
HEMATOLOGY
H-I. Determine sequential changes in red cell mass and erythropoietin
Ievel s.
H-2. Examine the effect of microgravity on blood and bone marrow colony
forming cells: CFU-S, CFU-E, BFU-E, etc. (Conduct serial bone marrow
changes on animal models.)
H-3. Determine the possible role of splenic Sequestration of RBCas a
possible cause of the decrease in red cell mass.
H-4. Examine in vivo response to erythropoietin in microgravity.
H-5. Follow iron metabolism, ferritin levels, red blood cell counts, and
clearance during microgravity exposure.
H-6. Reevaluate the possible occurrence of subtle hematological effects as a
result of procedures requiring prebreathing of 100%oxygen prior to
EVA.
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Immunology experiments show preliminary results suggesting that space flight
can impair several types of immune responses. Changes have been seen in the
areas of cell-mediated immune function and interferon production. These raise
concerns about possible immunosuppression developing in individuals during
long-term space flight. Unfortunately, no controlled studies have been con-
ducted to see if space flight produces increased susceptibility to infection.
Indeed, controlled human studies of this type are extremely difficult to
conduct.
Modern immunologists, using precise analytical tools such as molecular and
cellular biology, have identified a broad range of functions for cells of the
immune system. In addition to their more traditional role of guarding the
body against infection or malignancy and monitoring of self tolerance, immune
effector cells appear to play a vital role in regulating other homeostatic
systems. For example, there is strong evidence of immune cell involvement in
homeostasis of erythropoiesis and neuroendocrine function. Futhermore,
because of their diversity, circulation throughout the body, and presence in
the peripheral blood, immune effector cells provide a unique opportunity for
monitoring systemic changes occurring in less accessible parts of the body.
Space-related systemic changes which could be studied in this way include
stress reactions, bone demineralization, cardiovascular deconditioning, and
space adaptation syndrome. Because such investigations make it possible to
study systemic effects of the cellular and molecular levels at thesame time,
they may prove to be much more sensitive than current clinical evaluation of
serum or urine components. Increased research opportunities available on the
Space Station will make it possible to expand immunological studies to include
the involvement of immune effector cells in a variety of physiological
systems, while continuing to explore the effects of space flight on more
traditional "defense" functions.
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IMMUNOLOGY
I-1. Measure changes in delayed type hypersensitivity. In vivo skin testing
will be used to demonstrate changes in the ability o--gt--h-e-crewnember to
respond to primary and to recall antigens.
I-2. Determine if space flight produces functional impairment in the ability
of the immune system to respond to specific challenges including:
changes in leukocyte function (chemotaxis, adherence, and phagocytic
abilities), bone marrow leukocyte production, and B- and T-l_mphocyte
response to mitogenic challenges.
I-3. Identify underlying mechanisms responsible for any observed space-
flight-related changes in the immune system including: alterations in
cell proliferation due to weightlessness per se, or other stresses via
hormonal or cellular mediators.
I-4. Determine the nature of the effect of space flight on innate and
acquired immunity including: characterization of the time course and
magnitude of changes that occur in differential leukocyte counts and
immunoglobulin concentrations.
I-5. Determine if the effects of space flight on the immune system are
completely reversible upon return to I-g, or if repeated space flight
exposures will produce cumulative effects that might compromise crew
health in space or after return to l-g.
1-6. Determine ability to generate secondary responses after long-term
exposure to O-g.
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During space flight the body's metabolism, which has evolved under gravity,
must adapt to weightlessness. Such adaptations, known as metabolic
regulation, can be studied at the cellular as well as the organism level and
entail consideration of the magnitude, efficiency, regulation, and control of
energy regulation.
Metabolic regulation experiments have been divided into several areas: nutri-
tion, cell biology, sleep and performance, and circadian rhythms. Nutrition
research needs to be conducted to define and characterize cumulative effects
of microgravity on basal metabolic rate, vitamin requirements, metabolic
efficiency, taste, odor and flavor perception, appetite maintenance,
intestinal microflora, and how these changes may affect crew health. Other
related research includes identification of nutritional problems, potential
application of fermentation of food wastes, study of water losses under
varying work loads, and the influence of work on water balance.
Research in cell biology includes studies of the effect of microgravity on the
energetics and metabolism of the organism at the cellular level. Research
would determine if physiological changes seen in space are due to changes in
cellular regulation of reception and transport.
Sleep, body temperature, circadian rhythms, and performance may be altered due
to metabolic changes in space. Research would focus on the influence of
microgravity on the onset of sleep and total sleep time. Investigation of
circadian rhythms will determine microgravity's effects on circadian rhythms
of various physiological systems. Research into temperature regulation will
investigate the influence of microgravity on the regulation of body tempera-
ture and metabolism.
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METABOLICREGULATION
Nutrition
MR-N-I. Develop an understanding of how diets can be manipulated to provide
nutritional countermeasures to flight-related physiological problems.
MR-N-2. Quantify water intake and losses in individuals under flight
conditions with varying workloads.
MR-N-3. Determine basal metabolic rates and metabolic efficiency under
extended space flight so that expendable supplies (food, water,
oxygen) can be predicted better and efficiently supplied.
MR-N-4. Determine the quantitative need to provide vitamins and trace
minerals through dietary manipulation or supplemental administration
to correct for deficiencies resulting from microgravity exposure.
Sl eep/Performance
MR-SP-I. Determine the influence of microgravity on total sleep time and the
distribution of sleep.
MR-SP-2. Determine possible effects of sleep deficits on crew performance,
efficiency, and mental and physical health.
MR-SP-3. Determine if microgravity influences the latency of sleep onset,
measured at different times of day (with and without sleep
deprivation).
Temperature Regulation
MR-TM-I. Study the influence of microgravity on the regulation of body
temperature and metabolism.
MR-TM-2. Determine whether microgravity affects the influence of homeostatic
stressors (i.e., exercise, ambient temperature, pyrogen) on body
temperature regulation.
MR-TM-3. Determine the influence of microgravity on central or peripheral
thermoreceptor gains or thresholds.
MR-TM-4. Investigate the effect of microgravity on body size (i.e., scaling)
on physiological systems such as metabolism and bodycomposition.
4O
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METABOLICREGULATION(CONTINUED)
Cell Biology
MR-CB-I. Determine the role/effect of microgravity on the structure and
function of organisms at the cellular level.
MR-CB-2. Determine the role/effect of microgravity on the energetics and
metabolism of the organism at the cellular level.
MR-CB-3. Determine if physiological changes in space are due to changes in
cellular regulation of receptors and transport.
MR-CB-4. Determine the role/effect of microgravity on growth and homeostasis
of the organism at the cellular level.
Circadian Rhythms
MR-CR-I. Determine if circadian rhythms of various physiological systems are
influenced bymicrogravity (i.e., period, phase, mean, amplitude).
MR-CR-2o Determine the effect of microgravity on crew performance and
adaptability to work schedules.
MR-CR-3. Determine if the timing influences of environmental synchronizers
(temperature, light, gravity) are affected bymicrogravity. If so,
where are these effects localized (i°e., on receptors or central
controllers)?
MR-CR-4. Determine the role of microgravity adaptation on cross-adaptation to
other aspects of flight, temperature, ambient pressure, etc.) of the
environment?
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The Space Transportation System (STS) program began a new era of reusable
spacecraft. As this greatly enhanced the danger of buildup of microbes across
missions, a microbial contamination control plan was implemented to assure a
safe microbiological environment for crewnembers and to assess the buildup of
microorganisms in the Orbiter. Cross-contamination amongmembers of the same
crew in such programs is highly probable, but this has not been demonstrated
unequivocally. However, contamination of the spacecraft by microorganisms
from crev_embers and contamination of crewnembers by bacteria from the space-
craft have been documented.
Epidemiologicalprinciplesand previousspace flightstudiesindicatea high
probabilityof cross-contaminationamong crewnembersduring long missions,
such as the 90- and 180-daymissions plannedfor Space Station. An indivi-
dual's microfloraare often maintainedby internaland externalenvironmental
factors. Sudden, insidiouschanges in the balancesexistingamong the micro-
flora can have unpredictablydeleteriouseffects. Thus, there is a need to
study the microfloralchangesof cre_embers involvedin the missions.
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MICROBIOLOGY
MI-I. Determine if Space Station missions affect crewmicroflora.
MI-2. Establish the microbial distribution and acc:nulation levels in the
Space Station.
MI-3. Determine alterations in biological characteristics of various
microbial isolates, e.g., antibiotic susceptibilities.
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In the absence of gravity during space flight, the skeletal muscles,
especially those used for locomotion, maintaining posture, and counteracting
gravity on earth, tend to atrophy. Manifestations of atrophy include reduc-
tion of muscle volume, mass, strength, exercise capacity, and neuromuscular
coordination. Other flight studies, indicating marginal or negative balances
of nitrogen or potassium, as well as persistent increase in urinary excretion
of nitrogen, amino acids, and 3-methylhistidine, demonstrate increased protein
turnover in the muscles of space crew.
Significant muscle changes in animals have been demonstrated even during
short-term space flight and appear to progress rapidly with exposure duration,
especially in the antigravity muscles. Although it is assumed that results of
animal experiments on muscle atrophy can be extrapolated to humans, quantita-
tive assessment of humanmuscle atrophy has been difficult, because of
variability in exercise and dietary regimens of cre_members from mission to
mission, and even within missions, lhe present scarcity of data on the
effects of long-duration space flight on humanmusculature complicates any
reliable or extensive assessment.
Attempts to understand muscle atrophy and remedial countermeasures have relied
principally on human and animal research using experimental hypokinesia, the
ground-based analog of weightlessness. Abundant information exists regarding
alterations in specific cellular components and processes, but there is as yet
no unifying hypothesis to account for the mechanisms of muscle atrophy in
space. Nor have effective methods of treatment been devised to prevent or
curtail the process.
Although the muscle atrophy experienced during space flight has not com-
promised the health or performance of crewnembers, it remains a significant
biomedical problem for which solutions are needed, since muscle deconditioning
may be assumed to progress unabated as flight times increase. Plans for Space
Station demand increased attention and research in this area.
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MUSCLEPHYSIOLOGY
M-I. Measure the loss of strength of the extremity and trunk muscles
utilizing isometric, concentric, and eccentric techniques. (Human
Studies)
M-2. Identify optimal efficient methods of maintaining strength by
evaluating isometric, concentric, and eccentric exercise programs.
(Human Studies)
M-3. Demonstrate that muscle atrophy and decreased strength are associated
with changes in the electromyographic potentials recorded from the
major extremity and trunk muscles during various daily activities.
(Human Studies)
M-4. Determine the degree of atrophy in the extremity and trunk muscles by
(Human Studies):
CT scanning*
NMR
M-5. Histochemical analysis to determine rate of change of muscle fiber
area, fiber type, glycolytic/oxidative enzyme concentrations of
individual fibers, and degree of capillarity. (Animal Studies)
M-6. Ultrastructural analysis of Z-line widths, Z-line registry, mito-
chondrial volumes, and neuromuscular junction morphology, cytoskeletal
structure, and myotendinous/fibrochondral junctions. (Animal Studies)
M-7. Determine by continuous EMGmonitoring dimunition in activity of
atrophying muscle quantitatively. (Animal Studies)
M-8. Develop countermeasures with use of variable-g centrifuge. (Animal
Studies)
M-9. Determine efficacy of tetanic muscle stimulation in preventing atrophy,
and relate to bone atrophy. (Animal Studies)
M-IO. Identify the reduction in power output in the major muscle groups of
the upper and lower extremities. (Human Studies)
M-II. Determine the most efficient methods of maintaining muscle power (this
is necessary to provide the power required for emergency situations -
to be differentiated from endurance). (Human Studies)
* This technology may not be available to fly on Space Station at IOC.
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MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY(CONTINUED)
M-12. Identifyabnormalitiesat the neuromuscularjunction (NMJ) by
performingsingle fiber EMG and repetitivestimulationstudies. This
can be relatedto ultrastructuralchangesof the NMJ in the animal
studies. (Human Studies)
M-13. Determinethe functionalstatus of peripheraland central axons by
evaluatingalterationsin the evoked response(amplitude,duration,and
area under the curve) in the peripheralnervoussystem and the central
pathways (by somatosensoryconduction). This would help determineif
axonal blockadeoccurs during prolongedspace flight. (Human Studies)
M-14. Determinehow load/activitysignalsare transducedto biochemical
agent(s)which regulatemuscle proteinsynthesis(initiation
elongation). Quantifyagent concentrationin atrophyingmuscle.
(AnimalStudies)
M-15. Assay for deficiencyof paracrine/autocrinepolypeptidegrowth factors,
prostaglandins,and diacylglyceroland polyphosphoinositolsas possible
transductionagents. (AnimalStudies)
M-16. Determinechanges in rate_+ofmyofibrillarproteindegradationvia
lysosomalproteolysis,CaL activatedproteases,ATPdependent
ubiquitinpathway,and cytosolicalkalineproteases. (AnimalStudies)
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Past neurovestibular research has centered around space motion sickness, which
may include symptoms such as depressed appetite, malaise, lethargy, gastro-
intestinal discomfort, nausea, and vomiting. This syndrome affects crew
performance and productivity on Shuttle missions of short duration. However,
as mission length increases this becomes a proportionately smaller problem.
Space Station will enable neuroscientists to focus on the more generalized
effects of microgravity on the musculoskeletal system.
Evolution of the central nervous system has been shaped by the Earth's gravi-
tational field. For example, the central nervous system "programs" control
movements and position of body parts. Those "programs" sense the position of
body parts with respect to each other and the Earth's gravitational field;
theymove the limbs and the head against gravity. However, when gravity is no
longer present, such "programs" are no longer appropriate and must be modified
to compensate. The degree to which neurophysiological systems are able to
adapt to microgravity and the reversibility of that adaptation process on
return to Earth are problems which require answers for long-duration manned
space flight.
Research conducted on Space Station will be crucial to understanding intri-
cacies of the central nervous system, beyond the relation of space motion
sickness to vestibular function.
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NEUROSCIENCE
NS-I. Determine the time course of structural and neurosensory changes
underlying adaptation to microgravity.
Parallel human and animal experiments relating human performance and
reflex changes to animal behavioral, reflex, unit response, neuro-
chemical and structural changes.
NS-2. Determine how adaptation to microgravity can be facilitated (e.g.,
fractional g, pharmacology, biobehavioral, mechanical, training).
NS-3. Determine the necessary conditions for provoking space motion sickness
early during flight and after prolonged periods in space.
NS-4. Determine the time course of structural and neurosensory changes
underlying readaptation to l-g (e.g., determine cause(s) of postflight
ataxia/motion sickness).
NS-5. Determine measures to prevent deleterious effects of exposure to
microgravity.
NS-6. Determine how readaptation to l-g can be facilitated (e.g., g-exposure
prior to return, pharmacology, etc.).
NS-7. Determine how deleterious effects of exposure to O-g can be prevented
(e.g., fractional g, pharmacology, etc.).
NS-8. Determine what levels of g are required to maintain a normally
functioning (vestibular) system.
NS-9. Identify if there are critical periods in the development of the
vestibular system (i.e., are there deficits if the system develops in
microgravity).
NS-IO. Study the central nervous system metabolism as influenced by micro-
gravity and fractional g.
NS-II. Study the central nervous system neurotransmitter system responses to
microgravity and fractional g.
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The biological effect of a given dosage of a drug under any given condition is
a function of the intrinsic activity of the agent and its concentration at the
site of action. The onset, intensity, and duration of the pharmacological and
therapeutic response produced by drugs depend upon the processes of absorp-
tion, distribution, metabolism, and elimination. Physiological and biochemi-
cal changes that occur during space flight may influence the pharmacodynamics
and therapeutics of medications administered to crev_embers. It would be
desirable to identify and characterize the effect of altered physiological
conditions during space flight (e.g., organ blood flow and fluid redistri-
bution) on the pharmacodynamics and disposition of drugs. Such studies will
become increasingly important with the advent of space station program and
long-duration space flights. Clinical drug monitoring in space has been a
relatively neglected aspect of space medicine. Space Station research needs
to focus on development and testing of simple sample collection methods and
establishment of clinical pharmacokinetic profiles to provide information for
successful future space medical operations.
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PHARMACODYNAMICS
PH-I. Evaluate the pharmacokinetics and availability of select representative
drugs susceptible to physiological alterations.
PH-2. Identify and estimate relevant physiological changes that influence the
pharmacodynamics of drugs.
PH-3. Develop, test, and establish reliable, noninvasive methods for kinetic
evaluation and clinical drug monitoring in space.
PH-4. Establish physiologically based pharmacokinetic models for
representative drug types with different kinetic characteristics.
PH-5. Evaluate therapeutic effectiveness of drugs and identify alternate
routes of administration when applicable.
5O
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Gravity plays an important role in the development of plants. Wheninvesti-
gators grew plants on a clinostat, they noted profound changes in the life
cycle of the plants. Clinostatted plants formed multiple stems instead of
single stems, and the appearance of flowers, growth of seed pods, and
maturation of seeds was delayed. Total seed weight and numbers of pods
produced were lower than normal. Soviet scientists recently reported a
similar delay and abnormal seed production in plants grown aboard Salyut.
This data emphasizes the important relationship between gravity and life on
Earth and opens new areas of inquiry into the nature of life.
Scientists investigating gravity phenomena in plants are trying to identify
mechanisms organisms use to perceive gravity and transmit this information to
a site capable of processing it. These mechanisms are important to gravity's
control over the form, function, and behavior of organisms.
Spacelab 1 research showed some significant behavior by plants in a micro-
gravity environment. Dwarf sunflower seedlings were studied to resolve a
question about the peculiar circular growth movement of plants called
nutation. As plants grow on earth, their tips describe a circle around a
central axis. It is not clear whether this circular movement depends on
gravity or some other environmental stimulus. Results from Spacelab I were
dramatic: nutation proceeded in microgravity, suggesting the response was
programmed into the genetic code of the plant.
When chromosomal studies of roottips were conducted on sunflower and oat
seedlings grown on the Space Shuttle, several chromosomal abnormalities were
found and cell division was significantly depressed. This shows that the
influence of gravity may extend even into genetic mechanisms of a cell.
These preliminary investigations have already yielded important results. We
have learned about the fundamental behavior of important plant species, and
also how to grow and maintain plants in space for short periods of time.
However, these studies need to be expanded. The Space Station will provide a
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first opportunity for the U.S. to study plant development in the microgravity
and radiation environment of space for a duration at least equal to that of
complete seed-to-seed life cycle. Research on plant growth both on earth and
in space will apply directly to the future development of controlled
ecological life support systems for long-duration manned space flight and
planetary habitation.
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PLANTPHYSIOLOGY
PL-I. Determine the role of gravity in control of development at the whole
plant, organ, and cellular levels, including the use of variable g to
manipulate and understand the thresholds.
PL-2. Determine the role of gravity in regulating metabolic and cellular
processes in plants.
PL-3. Determine mechanisms of gravity sensing and transduction of this
information into tropic and nastic responses, including the use of
variable g to manipulate and understand the thresholds.
PL-4. Demonstrate a normal, productive life cycle capability in plants as
potential atmosphere cleaners and food producers in CELSS(Controlled
Ecological Life Support System).
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RATIONALEFORPULMONARYFUNCTIONEXPERIMENTS
It is generally accepted that gravity causes regional differences of venti-
lation, blood flow, gas exchange, alveolar size, intrapleural pressure, and
parench_mal stress. Tests conducted in the laboratory (tilt table) and in
aircraft to acquire data on the distributions of pulmonary ventilation and
perfusion during weightless periods of up to 27 seconds suggest a virtual
elimination of the topographical inequality of ventilation, blood flow, and
lung volume when subjects are exposed to short periods of zero gravity.
Also, alterations in the distribution of body fluids during weightlessness are
expected to alter pulmonary function. These marked alterations may not be
deleterious to the astronauts, but it is important to obtain more information
for the longer duration missions.
Space Station research on pulmonary function will include longitudinal studies
of physiological parameters and perhaps periodic clinical evaluations of
personnel, especially crewnembers exposed to special atmospheres, as in
repeated extravehicular activities (EVAs).
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
PULMONARYPHYSIOLOGY
P-I. Extend the data expected from Spacelab experimentation to longer term
habitation in space. Find out if the expected loss of heterogeneity in
ventilation perfusion ratio remains as a constant change as a function
of time in space.
P-2. Develop a physiological model of gas exchange as a function of time in
space.
P-3. Assess the interrelationships between pulmonary function changes,
changes in gas exchange, and other phenomenasuch as space adaptation
syndrome and the presence of subclinical bubbles in the pulmonary blood
supply.
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RATIONALEFORRADIATIONEFFECTSEXPERIMENTS
The Space Station is expected to operate in a 28.5 o orbit at an altitude of
240 to 270 nmi, where the major source of radiation will be the inner, geo-
magnetically trapped proton belt (Inner Van Allen belt). Most radiation from
the belt will be received as the station passes through the South Atlantic
Anomaly (a region where, because of an anomaly in the earth's magnetic field,
the inner belt swells at lower altitudes). Other sources of space radiation
-- galactic cosmic radiation and radiation from solar particle events -- will
contribute little to the dose because of deflection by the geomagnetic field.
The geomagnetic field protects against most radiation from solar particle
events; less than one percent of the free space dose penetrates to a 28.5o
orbit. Nonetheless, some very rare but very intense solar particle events
more than 2000 rad. have been recorded in free space. Therefore, potential
contribution to the total dose from anomalously large solar particle events
must also be considered.
At operating altitude, the few virtually unshieldable, cosmic heavy particles
would contribute little to the overall dose, but these heavy-charged particles
are so energetic they can produce a densely ionized track through the entire
body with consequent dead and damaged cells. The biological consequences of
such mini-lesions are poorly understood, but recent evidence suggests they can
be very effective in inducing cancer.
Exact information is not available about the relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) of types of radiation to which Space Station crews will be exposed.
Research is needed to assess precisely such risks in terms of dose-
equivalents.
Background radiation on Space Station will probably set limits on total
mission time for human crewnembers and be an increasingly important variable
for long-term developmental experiments with animals and plants. After
determining RBEs, it will be critical to conduct accurate dosimetry on the
Space Station to obtain the total dose and percent contribution from each kind
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RATIONALEFORRADIATIONEFFECTSEXPERIMENTS(CONT'D)
of radiation (protons, neutrons, and heavy ions). These data will be used to
determine the allowable exposures to radiation by the crew and to promote an
assessment of possible biological effects on other species.
Future space missions (e.g., polar orbiting station, sorties to geosynchronous
orbit, lunar base, Mars Mission) will likely involve greater radiation doses
and/or increased exposure to galactic cosmic ray heavy ions. The Space
Station offers an opportunity to study the responses of crewnembers and
experimental organisms to long-term, low dose rate exposures to the complex
space radiation environment, an environment which cannot be feasibly dupli-
cated on earth. Understanding the effect of exposure to this environment will
contribute to our ability to conduct future high orbit and interplanetary
missions safely.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
RADIATIONEFFECTS
RA-I. Evaluate radiation within space vehicles as a function of long duration
in space, vehicle construction materials, radiation type, and orbital
altitude to GEO.
RA-2. Determine the risks of cancer, cataract, and nonstochastic effects from
space radiation.
RA-3. With an appropriate understanding of the above objective, devise
countermeasures. If none, improve risk assessment.
RA-4. Develop a measurement refinement of the current "passive" dosimetry, to
include not only total absorbed dose, but also information on the
contribution of high-LET particles and LET spectra.
RA-5. Develop "real time" active measurements with adequate onboard read out
in which the devices identify the types of radiation, measure their
energy spectra (in particular the Z component and velocity), and
determine dose and radiation quality with time.
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RATIONALEFORREPRODUCTIONAND DEVELOPMENTEXPERIMENTS
The Space Station will provide the first significant opportunity to conduct
comprehensive studies of reproduction and development in space. This
biological field is currently undergoing dramatic changes partially due to
major new scientific findings within related fields, including: genetic
engineering, immunology, gene expression, embryology, endocrinology,
evolution, behavior, and the neurosciences.
On Space Station, it will be possible to conduct somatic (changes within a
lifetime) and transgenerational studies during chronic exposure to the space
flight environment and, therefore, obtain the first data on space-adapted
animals. These studies preclude the use of humansubjects so specimens will
be selected according to those unique characteristics of a species that
increase the likelihood of satisfying multiple science objectives. It has
been proposed therefore that mammals, birds, amphibia, and insects be studied
through complete "egg-to-egg" life cycles. Studies should include mating,
gestation, and postnatal development. Somestudies require g levels down to
lO-5-g, which will require carefully controlled conditions, even on Space
Stati on.
Fundamental insights into reproduction and development that will clarify the
response of living systems to the earth's environment may be obtained from
such studies. The results appear to be essential for planning long-term space
colonization. Such studies will also provide specimen models and baseline
data for for commercial biotechnology objectives.
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SCIENCEOBJECTIVES
REPRODUCTIONANDDEVELOPMENT
RD-I. Study complete mammalian life cycle in space flight to determine
effects on development using space-generated ova and sperm. If
development is affected, perform sequential analysis to diagnose and
attempt to reverse the effect.
RD-2, Study complete avian life cycle using these bipedal organisms free of
indirect maternal influence to evaluate development of bone,
organogenesis, vestibular mechanisms, and behavior.
RD-3. Study complete amphibian life cycle using those specimens with known
gravity-sensitive eggs and evaluate metamorphosis and direct
development.
RD-4. Conduct multi-generation development studies on insects and other
invertebrates with large numbers per generation and established genetic
lines to evaluate muscle maturation, exoskeleton, mutations, embryo
viability, and fecundity.
RD-5. Study gravitational thresholds of developmental mechanisms using
onboard variable-g centrifuge. Define gravity sensing mechanisms and
effective countermeasures for adverse effects of long duration
microgravity.
RD-6. Study gravitational influences on maturation and aging and role in life
cycle regulation. Mutogenesis and tumorogenesis may be special
problems in this area.
RD-7. Study readaptation to l-g after development in microgravity in various
specimens.
RD-8. Study wound-healing and regeneration effects during long duration space
flight in various specimens.
RD-9. Study plant development.
6O
SECTION2.0
This section contains lists of representative or reference experiments that
correspond to the science objectives for each of the disciplines discussed in
Section I. ll_ese experiments were derived from the "Blue Book" and the "Green
Book" and have been examined for applicability to the objectives by members of
the science community and by JSCand ARCscience management. _ery effort was
made to ensure that experiments listed represent important research activities
for the IOC time frame for Space Station (i.e., within the first three years
of operation).
This section also lists experiment hardware required to conduct all repre-
sentative experiments identified by the science objectives for each
discipline. Each piece of hardware was evaluated for general applicability to
experiments within each discipline. Although certain items are "experiment
specific," most would be applicable to a majority of the potential experiments
within that discipline and are identified as "Life Science generic." Not all
equipment items are of equal priority or equal likelihood of availability.
Experiment and hardware lists, like the science objectives, will undergo
change as the actual experiment selection process for Space Station science is
developed and proposals are solicited.
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFOR IOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Behavior and Performance Research
I. Psychosocial support for extended space missions B-I, 2 Blue Bk
2. Group interaction, compatibility, effectiveness B-2 Blue Bk
3. Group problem solving evaluation and training B-I, 2 Blue Bk
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORIOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Behavior and Performance
Computer terminal X X
Video camera X X
Microphone X X
Video recorder X X
Video tapes X X
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Calcium Homeostasis
I. Metabolic balance for calcium and other bone- C-I, 3, 4 Blue Bk
related constituents
2. Bone density measurements C-1, 2, 5 Blue Bk
3. Measure of renal stone risk factors C-3 Blue Bk
4. Histopathogenesis of bone loss in microgravity C-I Green Bk
5. Sex differences as a factor in bone loss from C-2 Green Bk
different skeletal sites
6. Calcium absorption and homeostasis in microgravity C-1 Green Bk
7. Effect of microgravity on skeletal growth C-I, 2, 6, 10 Green Bk
8. Relationship between bone formation and bone C-I, 2, 5, 6, Green Bk
resorption defects in microgravity 9, I0
9. Effect of microgravity on bone cell growth: C-17, 18 Green Bk
isolation of bone growth factor
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Calcium Homeostasis
Animal perfusion kit X X
Dynamic environment monitor system X X
24-hr feces collection system X X
_ 24-hr urine collection system X X
Urine sample vials X X
Feces sample vials X X
Freeze-dryer X X
Bone densitometer X X
Passive dosimeter for operator X X
Urine slide preparation kit X X
Digital microscope X X
Osmometer X
G-control centrifuge X X
Rodent development modul e* X X
Incubator X X
Rhesus monkey habitat* X X
Rodent habitat module X X
Gammacounter X X
Liquid scintillation counter* X X
Small mass measurement device X X
X-ray equipment* X X
Bone mineral analyzer X X
Nonradioactive tracer kit* X X
Bone biopsy instruments X X
Fixation kit X X
Guillotine (rodent) X X
Hematology kit X X
Muscle biopsy instruments X X
Radioactive tracer kit* X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
Veterinary kit X X
Refrigerated centrifuge X X
Freezer (-70°C) X X
Freezer (-20vC) X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Refrigerator (4°C) X X
Cage cleaner X X
Rhesus monkey food* X X
Rhesus monkey water* X X
,. Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Hand wash facility X
;_ Trash compactor X
CAT scanner* X
Biotelemetry system X X
Rhesus restraint* X X
Biotelemetry system X X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFOR IOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Cardiovascular System
I. Full assessment of the hemodynamic alteration CS-I Blue Bk "
2. Dysrhythmia assessment CS-4 Blue Bk
3. Effect of space flight on cardiovascular control Green Bk
in Rhesus monkey
a. Neuroendocrine response with determination of CS-I Green Bk
regional blood flow
b. Hemodynamic responses to volume changes CS-2 Green Bk
c. Central and regional hemodynamic responses CS-2 Green Bk
to adrenergenic stimulation and blockage
d. Cardiac and coronary response with and CS-2 Green Bk
without chronotrophic stimulation
e. Comprehensive cardiac and peripheral CS-2 Green Bk
vascular assessment
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Cardiovascular System
Freezer X X
24-hr urine collection system X X
Refrigerated centrifuge X X
Body mass measuring device X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Lower body negative pressure device X X
Environmental monitor X X
Ultrasound imaging system X X
Multichannel strip chart recorder X X
Centrifugal hematology system X X
Display video monitor X X
Medical emergency life support kit X X
Urine sample vials X
Strip chart recorder paper X
Rhesus monkey habitat* X X
Blood gas analyzer X X
Blood pressure and flow equipment X X
Cardiac output equipment X X
Electrolyte analyzer X X
Gammacounter X X
Gas chromatograph X
Hematocrit centrifuge X X
Hematology analyzer X X
Implanted biotelemetry* X (X)
Compoundmicroscope X X
Microtome X X
Cassette data recorder X X
Sonomicrometer X X
Biomedical recorder X X
Hematology kit X X
Histology kit X X
Muscle biopsy instruments X X
Radioactive tracer kit X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
Veterinary kit X X
Laboratory centrifuge X X
Refrigerated centrifuge X X
Freezer (-70°C)_ X X
Refrigerator (4vC) X X
CAT scanner*
Mass spectrometer* X
Intravenous fluids* X
Biotelemetry system X
Rhesus restraint* X
Fluid infusion system* X
Experiment control computer X
Oscilloscope X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Cardiovascular System (Cont'd)
Fixation kit X X
Video camera, recorder, supplies X X
Autocl ave X X •
Cage cleaner X X
Hand wash facility X X
Trash compactor X X
Rhesus monkey food* X X
Rhesus monkey water* X X
Dynamic environmental monitoring system X X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORlOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Endocrinology/Fluid Electrolytes
I. Measurement of venous pressure and plasma volume EN-I Blue Bk
early and long-duration effects of weightlessness
2. Circadian rhythm of plasma hormones and serum EN-2 Blue Bk
electrolytes during weightlessness
3. Effect of long-term space flight on hormonal EN-I Green Bk
regulation of fluid and electrolyte balance in
rats
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Endocrinology/
Fluid Electrolyte
Venous pressure disposables X
Venous pressure transducer X X r
Venous pressure recorder display X X
Evans blue dye injection kit X
Blood collection reusables X X
Blood collection tubes X
Blood collection disposables X
Standard lab centrifuge X X
Spectro photometer X X
Heparin lock kit X
Freezer X X
24-hr urine collection system X X
Urine sample vials X
G-control centrifuge X X
Rodent habitat module X X
Rodent metabolic modul e* X X
Fixation kit X X
Guillotine X X
Hematology kit X X
Laboratory centrifuge X X
Freezer (-20°C) X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Cage cleaner X X
Hand wash facility X X
Trash compactor X X
Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Veterinary kit X X
Fluid handling kit X X
Dynamic environment monitoring system X X
Experiment control computer X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
7O
REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Exercise Physiology
t
I. Muscle adaptation and readaptation EXP-I, 2 Blue Bk
2. Exercise program for space flight with the HMF EXP-5 Blue Bk
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORlOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Exercise Physiology**
€
Isokinetic measurement device X X
Surface EMG X X
r
EMGelectrode kit X
Nerve conduction velocity tester X X
Nerve electrode kit X X
HRFterminal X X
Anaerobic exercise device X X
Treadmill X X
Bicycle ergometer X X
Versacl imber X X
Rowing machine X X
Heart rate monitor X X
** All resources are cross utilized between HMF.
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Hematology
I. Determine sequential change in red cell mass H-I Blue Bk
erythropoietin, reticulocytes, and ferritin
2. Determine role of splenic sequestration on H-3 Blue Bk
disease in the red cell mass
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PROJECTEQUIF_4ENTLIST FORlOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Hematology
Red cell mass reagent kit X X
Blood collection reusables X X
Blood collection tubes X
Blood collection disposables X
Scintillation counter* X X
Reticulocyte smear kit X X
Digital microscope X X
Heparin lock kit X
Standard lab centrifuge X X
Fe59 isotope kit* X X
Cation exchange resin kit X X
Body mass measuring device X X
Evans blue dye injection kit X
Spectro photometer X X
Red blood cell counter X X
Bicycle ergometer X X
Small mass measurement devices X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Hand washer X X
Trash compactor X X
Data system/experiment control computer X X
Refrigerator X X
Freezer X X
Refrigerated laboratory centrifuge X X
Hematology kit X X
Hematocrit centrifuge X X
Hematology analyzer X X
Blood gas analyzer X X
Fluid handling kit X X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFOR lOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Immunology
i. Delayed type hypersensitivity I-I Blue Bk
2. Blast transformation/protein production I-2 Blue Bk
3. Phenotyping of peripherally circulating blood I-2 Blue Bk
cells
4. Effect of space flight on susceptibility to I-2 Green Bk
bacterial and viral infections on return to earth
5. Effect of space flight on immune response to I-2 Green Bk
vaccines
6. Effect of space flight on immune response; I-2 Green Bk
mitogen response of leukocytes postflight
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Immunology
Digital microscope X X
Inflight digitizer X X
Standard lab centrifuge X X
Radioisotopes* X X
Sample preparation device (fluid transfer) X X
Incubator X X
Contamination container X X
F1ow cytometer X X
Blood collection disposables X
Blood collection reusables X X
Blood collection tubes X
Rodent habitat module X X
Cage cleaner X X
Hand wash facility X X
Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Radioactivity counter* X
G-control centrifuge X X X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Metabolic Regulation (Cell Biology)
I. Exocrine function and protein secretion in MR-CB-I, 4 Green Bk
salivary glands as influenced bymicrogravity
2. Mechanism of cellular receptor changes seen in MR-CB-2 Green Bk
microgravity as reflected by associated
physiological changes
3. Energy utilization in eukaryotic and prokaryotic MR-CB-3 Green Bk
cells in microgravity
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORlOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Metabolic Regulation (Cell Biology)
Rodent habitat module X X
Fluid handling kit X X
Guillotine X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
Centrifuge, Iaboratory X X
Freezer (-70°C) X X
Freezer, cryo (-196°C) X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Cage cleaner X X
Hand wash facility X X
Trash compactor X X
Rodent restraint X .X
Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Cell counter X X
Cell culture apparatus X X
Micro ultra centrifuge X X (X)
G1ucose analyzer X X
Cell culture plate reader X X (X)
Small mass measurement device X X
•Micro mass measurement device X X
Veterinary kit X X
G-control centrifuge X X
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFOR lOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Microbiology
1. Crewember and space station microbial study MI-I Blue Bk
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORIOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Microbiology
Reuter centrifugal sampler X X
D-sized batteries X
Trypticase soy agar strips X X
Incubator X X
Low power microscope X X
Photomicrograph_c set-up X X
Refrigerator (4uC) X X
Sample swabs and sample tubes X X
Agar plates X X
Sterile loops X X
Mil I ipore filters X X
Millipore filtration kit X X
8O
REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Muscle Physiology
1. Measurement of inflight neuromuscular activity M-1 Blue Bk
2. Measurement of neuromuscular potential output M-l, 3 Blue Bk
during flight
3. Determination of neuromuscular fatigability of M-l, 3 Blue Bk
muscles during flight
4. Muscle loss in rats in microgravity (histology- M-5, 7 Green Bk
histochemistry)
5. Muscle loss in rats in microgravity (electron M-6 Green Bk
microscope ul trastructure)
6. Muscle loss in rats in microgravity (electron M-7 Green Bk
microscope contractile properties)
7. Muscle loss in rats in microgravity (biochemistry) M-8 Green Bk
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Muscle Physiology
Surface EMG X X
EMGelectrode kit X X
Force measurement device X X
Isokinetic measuring device X X
Goniometer and recorder X X
Accelerometer and recorder X X
Blood collection reusables X X
Blood collection tubes X
Blood collection disposables X
G-control centrifuge X X
Rodent habitat module X X
Implanted biotelemetry (X) X
Micro mass measure X X
Small mass measure X X
Bi otel emetry system X X
Fixation kit X X
Muscle biopsy instruments X X
Animal perfusion kit X X
Freezer (-20°C) X X
Freezer (-70vC) X X
Freezer, cryo (-196°C) X X
Multi-purpose wsrk bench X X
Refrigerator (4 C) X X
Experiment control computer X X
Freeze-dryer X X
Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Guillotine X
Handwash facility X
Cage cleaner X
Biomedical recorder X
Force transductor X
Muscle electro stimulator X
Veterinary kit X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
Dynamic environmental monitoring kit X X
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Neurosciences
I. Vestibulo-visual and canalicular-otolith NS-I, 4 Blue Bk
compensation
2. SMScorrelates NS-3 Blue Bk
3. Study of structural changes in the vestibular NS-I Green Bk
labyrinth of rats in microgravity
4. Determination of the nature and potential NS-I Green Bk
consequences of structural changes in central
reflex vestibular pathways due to microgravity
5. Determination of the effect of adaptation to NS-I Green Bk
microgravity on vestibular nerve activity
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Neurosciences
Rotator X X
Helmet assembly X X
Helmet interface box X X
Head restraint X X
EOGsignal conditioner X X
SASelectrode kit X X
Computer for stimulus control X X
Recording minioscilloscope X X
Electrode impedance meter X X
Experiment control and display system X X
G-control centrifuge X X
Variable-g centrifuge (13') X X
Vestibular research facility X X
Rodent habitat module X X
Fixation kit X X
Guillotine X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
Freezer (-20vC) X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Cage cleaner X X
Hand wash facility X X
Trash compactor X X
Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Experiment control computer/data system X X
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFOR IOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Pharmacodynamics
I. Drug pharmacokinetics in space and evaluation of PH-I, 2 Blue Bk
modern noninvasive methods for clinical drug
monitoring
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Pharmacodynamics
Blood collectionreusables X X
Drug consumableskit X
Blood collectiontubes X
Blood collectiondisposables X
Standardlab centrifuge X X
Freezer X X
Saliva collectionunit X X
24 hr urine collectionsystem X X
Urine sample vials X
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Plant Physiology/CELSS
I. Optimization of plant nutrient and water supply PL-I, 2 Green Bk
systems
2. Optimization of plant support and orientation PL-I, 2 Green Bk
mechanisms for microgravity use
3. Role of microgravity in control of development at PL-I, 2 Green Bk
the organ and cellular level
4. Effect of microgravity on amyloplasts PL-2, 3 Green Bk
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BIOLOGICALRESEARCHPROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORIOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Plant Physiology/CELSS
G-control centrifuge (small) X X
Variable-g centrifuge (13') X X
Plant growth module X X
Plant habitat X X
Microscope, dissecting X X
Fixation kit X X
Plant harvesting kit X X
Seed planting kit X X
Surgery/dissection kit X X
Cryo freezer (-196°C) X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
Experiment control computer X X
Video camera, recorder, supplies X X
Autoclave X X
Hand wash facility X X
Trash compactor X X
Plant gas supplies X X
Plant nutrient supply X X
Media X X
Cell culture apparatus X X
Freezer (-20°C) X X
Dynamic environment monitoring system X X
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REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Pulmonary Physiology
1. Capability to study inert gas exchange as a P-1 Blue Bk
function of time in space
2. Evaluation of EVAwork output and cardiovascular P-3 Blue Bk
deconditioning
3. Capability to evaluate EVA- bubble formation P-3 Blue Bk
4. Measurement of standard pulmonary function P-I Blue Bk
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORIOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Pulmonary Physiology
Gas analyzer/mass spectrometer X X
Cardiopulmonary analyzer flowmeter X X
Gas tanks/gas supplies X
Mask/regulator system X X
Body mass measuring device X X
Doppler recorder X X
Doppler expendables X
Blood collection reusables X X
Blood collection disposables X X
Blood collection tubes X
Standard lab centrifuge X X
Freezer X X
Bag-in-box X X
Electronics control assembly X X
Gas cylinder assembly X X
Alfe stowage kit X X
31 calibration syringe X X
Personal rebreathing assembly X X
Spare 07 experiment bag assembly X X
Spiromei_ry assembly X X
Multichannel strip chart recorder X X
Physiological monitoring system X X
PMSaccessories X
SCRpaper X
Data tapes X
Batteries X
9O
REPRESENTATIVEXPERIMENTSFORIOC
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
Discipline: Radiation Effects
I. Chromosomal aberration study RA-2 Blue Bk
2. Dosimetry for all life sciences subjects RA-4, 5 Blue Bk
3. Space dosimetry RA-I Green Bk
4. Effects of space radiation on hair follicles RA-2 Green Bk
5. Effect of space radiation on spermatogenesis and RA-2 Green Bk
intestinal villi
6. Effect of space radiation on hematopoietic stem RA-2 Green Bk
cells
7. Alteration in length and n_mber of synapses in RA-4 Green Bk
CA-I area of the hippocampus
8. The response of the lungs to cosmic radiation RA-2 Green Bk
9. Effect of space radiation on the retina RA-2 Green Bk
i0. Possible cataract formation/hazard during space RA-2 Green Bk
fl ight
II. Radiation damage to stem cells RA-2 Green Bk
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PROJECTEQUIPMENTLIST FORIOC
LS EXPERIMENT
RACK STOWED GENERIC SPECIFIC
Discipline: Radiation Effects
Microdosimetric dosimeter X X
Proton and heavy ion spectrometer X X
TLD X X
TLD reader X X
Blood collection reusables X X
Blood collection disposables X
Blood collection tubes X
Standard lab centrifuge X X
Phycol and PBSconsumables kits X
Cell handling accessories X X
Incubator (5% C02, 37°C) X XChromosal slide prep device X X
Digital microscope X X
Microdosimetri c dosimeter X X
Proton and heavy ion spectrometer X X
G-control centrifuge X X
Rhesus monkey habitat* X X
Rodent habitat module X X
BIOSTACKradiation detector X X
Radiation dosimeter (active) X X
Cage cleaner X X
Hand wash facility X X
Rhesus monkey food* X X
Rhesus monkey water* X X
Rodent food X X
Rodent water X X
Radiation dosimeter (passive) X X
Variable-G centrifuge (13')
Trash compactor X X
Dynamic environment monitoring system X X
Multi-purpose work bench X X
* These items represent post-lOC growth scenarios or technologies that may not
be ready at IOC.
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SECTION3.0
This section presentsthe assumptionsfor outfittingthe Life Sciencespayload
and mission scenarios. Next, experimenttitles for each mission are listed
accordingto discipline. Crewtimes are providedfor each scenarioon a
week-by-weekbasis. The sectionconcludeswith the payloadequipmentlist for
Space Station. Specificationscited for each piece of equipmentincludedepth,
width, height,mass, and power;codes are includedwhich identifythe
associateddiscipline.
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ASSUMPTIONSFOROUTFITTING
LIFE SCIENCESPAYLOAD
1. The initial operating configuration (IOC) will be phased and the station
will be manned.
2. The research at IOC will emphasize support of "man in space."
3. A commonset of science objectives will be developed and updated (i.e.,
the interim report "Red Book").
4. The investigations will be clearly tied to the objectives.
5. Humanand animal research will be complementary. Basic research will also
be conducted.
6. Each Center will develop experiment protocols (defined in the JSC "Blue
Book" and ARC "Green Book").
7. Humanand nonhuman research facilities are to be shared equally with
respect to volume and crew time.
8. The logistics module and science module will be serviced every 90 days.
Equipment changeout will be minimal in the IOC phase of Space Station 4 --
probably no more than 10%to 15% replacement every 90 days.
9, Six crewnembers will be on board the Space Station. One will be a life
scientist devoting one half of his available time per day. The remaining
cre_members will each be available one-half day per week. This will yield
800 hours of crew time available for Life Sciences Research.
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ASSUMPTIONSFOROUTFITTING
LIFE SCIENCESPAYLOAD(CONTINUED)
10. Bioisolation for plants and animals will be at the habitat level.
11. The cost approximationwill be $50K per kilogram(developedand flown).
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MISSION A SCENARIO
ASSUMPTIONSFORTHE BIOLOGICALRESEARCHPROJECT
o 6 Rhesus monkeys in the habitats
o _I fluid samples returned to Earth for analysis
ASSUMPTIONSFORTHE HUMANRESEARCHPROJECT
o 6 crev_nembers on Space Station; one will be a life scientist devoting one
half of his available time per day
o Remaining 5 crev_nembers will each be available one-half day per week
o Cross-utilization with exercise equipment on HMF
I
i
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LIFE SCIENCESSPACESTATION
MISSION SCENARIOA
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
I. CALCIUMHOMESTASlS
Longitudinal metabolic balance for calcium C-1,3,4 Blue
and other bone related constitutents
Bone density measurements C-1,2,5 B1ue
Measure of renal stone risk factors C-3 Blue
Histopathogenesis of bone loss in microgravity C-I Green
Sex differences as a factor in bone loss from C-2 Green
different skeletal sites
Calcium absorption and homeostasis in C-I Green
microgravity
Muscle adaptation and readaptation EX-I,2 Blue
Measure of inflight neuromuscular activity MS-I Blue
Neuromuscular fatigability and metabolic MS-I,3 Blue
potential of muscles
II. CARDIOVASCULAR,PULMONARY,ENDOCRINOLOGY/
FLUID ELECTROLYTES
Full assessment of the hemodynamic alteration CS-I Blue
Dysrhth_mi a assessment CS-4 Blue
Effect of space flight on cardiovascuiar CS-I Green
control in Rhesus monkey
I. Neuroendocrine response with determination CS-I Green
of regional blood flow
2. Hemodynamic responses to volume changes CS-2 Green
3. Central and regional hemodynamic responses CS-2 Green
to adrenergenic stimulation and blockage
4. Cardiac and coronary response with and CS-2 Green
without chronotrophic stimulation
5. Comprehensive cardiac and peripheral CS-2 Green
vascular assessment
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LIFE SCIENCESSPACESTATION
MISSION SCENARIOA
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
II. CARDIOVASCULAR,PULMONARY,ENDOCRINOLOGY
/FLUID ELECTROLYTES(Continued)
Exercise program for space flight EX-5 Blue
Measurement of venous pressure and plasma EN-I Blue
volume early and long-duration effects of
weightlessness
Circadian rhythm of plasma hormones and serum EN-2 Blue
electrolytes during weightlessness
Capability to study inert gas exchange as P-I Blue
function of time in space
EVAwork output and cardiovascular P-3 Blue
Measure of standard pulmonary function P-1 Blue
III. RADIATIONEFFECTS
Space dosimetry RA-I Green
Effect of space radiation on the retina RA-2 Green
Possible cataract formation/hazard during RA-2 Green
space flight
Effect of space radiation on hair follicles RA-2 Green
Radiation damage to stem cells RA-2 Green
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MISSION B SCENARIO
ASSUMPTIONSFORTHE BIOLOGICALRESEARCHPROJECT
o 36 rats and 30 plants in the 12 habitats
o 24 rats and 20 plants in the 8 habitats on the centrifuge
o 6 test rats and 3 centrifuge rats sacrificed at 30, 60, and 90 days
Blood serum, bones, muscle tissue, and relevant organs either frozen or
preserved
One hour of astronaut time for each rat sacrificed
o Plants collected at appropriateintervals
One-hal f hour of astronaut time for each plant
o All samples returned to earth for analysis
ASSUMPTIONSFORTHE HUMANRESEARCHPROJECT
o 6 crewnembers on Space Station; one will be a life scientist devoting one
half of his available time per day
o Remaining 5 crewmembers will each be available one-half day per week
o Cross utilization with exercise equipment on HMF
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LIFE SCIENCESSPACESTATION
MISSION SCENARIOB
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
i. NEUROSCIENCES,BEHAVIOR,PHARMACOKINETICS
Psychosocial support B Blue
Problem solving B Blue
Group interaction, compatibility and B B1ue
effectiveness
Vestibulo-visual and canalicular-otolith N-I,4 Blue
compensation
SMScorrelates N-3 B1ue
Study of structural changes in the vestibular NS-I Green
labyrinth of the rats in microgravity
Determine the nature and potential consequences NS-I Green
of structural changes in central reflex
vestibular pathways due to microgravity
Effect of adaptation to microgravity on NS-I Green
vestibular nerve activity
Drug pharmacokinetics in space and evaluation Ph-l,2 Blue
of modern noninvasive methods for clinical
drug monitoring
II. BLOODALTERATIONS,RADIATION
Chromosomal aberrations (radiation) Ra-2 Blue
Dosimetry for all Life Sciences subjects Ra-4,5 Blue
Space dosimetry Ra-I Green
Effects of space radiation on hair follicles Ra-2 Green
Effect of space radiation on spermatogenesis Ra-2 Green
and intestinal villi
Effect of space radiation on hematopoietic stem Ra-2 Green
cells
Alteration in length and n_nber of synapses in Ra-4 Green
the CA-I area of the hippocampus
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LIFE SCIENCESSPACESTATION
MISSION SCENARIOB
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
II. BLOODALTERATIONS,RADIATION(Continued)
The response of the lungs to cosmic radiation Ra-2 Green
Determine sequential change in red cell mass, Ra-4,5 Blue
erythropoietin, reticulocytes, and ferritin
Determine role of splenic sequestration on Blue
disease in the red cell mass
Delayed type hypersensitivity Blue
Cellular immune response, sequestration, and Blue
activation
Effect of space flight on susceptibility to I-2 Green
bacterial and viral infections on return to
earth
Effect of space flight on immune response to I-2 Green
vaccines
Effect of space flight on immune response; I-2 Green
mitogen response of leukocytes postflight
III. MICROBIOLOGY,METABOLICREGULATION
Crewnember and space station microbial study MI-1 Blue
Exocrine function and protein secretion in MR-CB-I,4 Green
salivary glands as influenced by microgravity
Mechanism of cell ular receptor changes seen MR-CB-2 Green
in microgravity as reflected by associated
physiological changes
Energy utilization in eukaryotic and MR-CB-3 Green
prokaryotic cells in microgravity
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LIFE SCIENCESSPACESTATION
MISSION SCENARIOB
OBJECTIVE
CODE SOURCE
IV. PLANTS(CELSS)
Optimization of plant nutrient and water PL-I,2 Green
supply systems*
Optimization of plant support and orientation PL-I,2 Green
mechanisms for microgravity use*
Role of microgravity in control of development PL-I,2 Green
at the organ and cellular level
Effect of microgravity on amyloplasts PL-2,3 Green
V. CALCIUMHOMEOSTASlS
Effect of microgravity on skeletal growth C-1,2,6,10 Green
Relationship between bone formation and bone C-1,2,5,6,9, Green
resorption defects in microgravity I0
Effect of microgravity on bone cell growth: C-17,18 Green
isolation of bone growth factor
VI. MUSCLEPHYSIOLOGY
Muscle loss in rats in microgravity M-5,7 Green
(hi stol ogy-hi stoch emistry)
Muscle loss in rats in microgravity (electron M-6 Green
microscope ul trastructure)
Muscle loss in rats in microgravity (electron M-7 Green
microscope contractile properties)
Muscle loss in rats in microgravity M-8 Green(bioc hemistry)
VII. ENDOCRINOLOGY/FLUIDELECTROLYTES
Effect of long-term space flight on hormonal EN-I Green
regulation of fluid and electrolyte balance
i n rats
* These experiments will also be identified under the CELSSdescription.
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PROJECTEDCREWTIME
(hours per week)
MISSION A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
CALCIUM 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
MUSCLE
EXERCISE I I ICARDIOVASCULAR 25 17 29 21 16 30 33 21 16 17 29 17 30
PULMONARY 9 9 9 9
NEUROSCIENCE
BEHAVIOR
RADIOBIOLOGY I 3 1 1 1
IHEMATOLOGY
IMMUNOLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY
PLANT* IMETABOLISM /
12 12 I 12 12 12 I 12 12 22SERVICING/ 22 12 12 12 12
HOUSEKEEPING I I
*Times for plant experiments included in housekeeping
Times are listed (unless specified) for discipline groupings
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PROJECTEDCREWTIME
(hours per week)
MISSION B
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13
CALCIUM
MUSCLE 13 19 19 19 19 7 40 52 19 7 7 19 49
EXERClSE
CARDIOVASCULAR
PULMONARY
NEUROSCIENCE
I I I
o_v,o_I_ _o_o_o_o'I_o_o_o_o',_o_o
RADIOBIOLOGY
HEMATOLOGY
IMMUNOLOGY 30 22 22 22 29 I 22 22 22 29 22 22 27 30
MICROBIOLOGY 3 3 3 3 3 I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3r
PLANT 6 5 I 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6
11
Times are listed (unless specified) for discipline groupings
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LIFE SCIENCES SPACE STATION PAYLOAD
PROJECTED CREW TIME I
MISSION A 1601
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120 AVERAGE
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LIFE SCIENCES SPACE STATION PROGRAM
PRELIMINARYPAYLOAD EQUIPMENTLIST
FOR
SPACE STATION IHITIAL OPERATINGCONFIGURATION
AS OF"
APRIL21, 19_16
PREPAREDBY:
o AMESRESEARCHCENT[R
O_
AND
LYNDOX8. JOHNSONSPALECENTER
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• REFERENCE DOCUMENT - - FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLYe
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LIFE SCIENCE SPALE SIAIION PROGRAM PAGE _ OF
DEFINIIION$
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Source ($OR) lIA$Aheld motottotlon providing rcqu|romontl end eqmpmont plonnlno date
oeeeooeeeeo
A Recommended Ames flossorch Center specific equipment requlromonls for non-humon roseorch.
C Rocommondotlon for common equipment to be used by multiple users.
J Recommended Lyndon O. Johnson Space Center specific equipment requirements for humon research.
MNI Melhod of equipment mounting or storage vlthin Specs Station
OOIBIIIOOO0
RE Rock mounted experiment specific equipment
RG Rock mounted oenerol types of equipment thol Io more unlverool
RGC Rock mounlod gsnoroi typos of equipment thor Io common Is most users
SE Sieved experiment specific Ilem thot is nol 9onorolod into tro:,h
5G Sieved general ueo Item thor to not 9onorotod into Irosh
SS Sieved item that requires roplocomont
)./C Equipment Candidates For Aulomotion (Y " Ilecommcnded I N = MotII©commcnded)
OOIOOIOOOOO
_-, blS(;IPLINE REPRESENTA!IV[
o
_J CODE el 8, 2 [XPEIIlMENIS DISCIPLINE lilLE
Oibl_Oil_llOOll O0 O ltHIO Ill IJOO 101_ O Illl, OliO Ibl_Oll O0000016OO O0610 OOI l 0 IllOOl, Ol, O O O l O OOOOOI, O0 • IIO O00 00 O i
el Upper case loller Indicolcs the Ames Research Cenlcr oo Iho dole source
• 2 Lover cooc loller |ndicolos the Lyndon O. Johnson Space Center as the data source
A O,b,€ Calcium HomooolOolll
O d, o Cordiovooculor System
C f, O, h Mu._clc Phy:Diolooy
O i,J P.odlaIIon Effect=
[ k, I [xcrci_€ Phy_tology
F m, n Endocrinology I Fluld [Ice Irol ytcs
G o, p, q OehovloroI Re:,earch
II r, s H©n'lololooy
I I, u I, u2 Immunology
J v, v, x Neuro_clence
K y, • Phormacokinclics
L oo, oh, oc, od, oh Pulmohory Phy_loloQy
M 01,Oj MlcrOblOlOby
LIF( SCIENCESPACESTAIION PROGRAM PAGE-Z-_ OF __9_
EXPERIMENT
Code SOR EXP(RIM[NI TITLE
O00OO000000Q 000 OOQOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOQO00OOO000000OOOOOOOOOOOO00000OOOOOOO00000
el Upper cage letter indicates the Amee Reooorch Center os the dote source
e2 Lover €ase letter inchcotoe the Lyndon O. Johnoon Space Center o._the dole source
• J Metabolic Balance For Calcium And OtherBonc Related Constituents
b J DoneOcnolty Meoouroments
€ J Meosuremcnt Of Renal Stone Risk Factor
d J Full Assessment Of The Homodynamic Alteration
• J Oyorhythmto Asoeosment
f J Mooouromont Of Inflight Neuromuoculor Actwlly
g J Measurement Of Neuromuoculor Potential Output
_-' h J Neuromuscular Fotigabittty And Metabolic Potential Of Muscles During Spocc FLightc_
co
1 J Chromosomal Abberalion Sludy
) J Ooatmetry For All Llfc Scicnc©_ 5ubj©cis
k J Muscle Adaptation And Rcodaplotion
t J Exercise Program For Space Flight
m J Mooouremcnt Of Venous Pressure And PIo,_ma Volume (arly And Long-Ourotion Effects Of Weightlc_snc=_
nln J Circa(lion Rhythm Of PIo:;mo Xormono,_And Serum Electrolytes OurIr,g Weightle,_,';ncss
o J Peychoooclol Support
p J Group Inlcractlon, Compollblllly, Effectiveness
q J Group Problem-solving Evaluahon And Tralnlng
LIFE SCIENCESPACESIAIION PROGRAM PAGE-3--- OF ..J,L--
[XP[AIM[NT
Code $OR [XPFP,IMENI TITLE
eeeeeoeeeeee eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeoeoeeeeeeeoeeee
*l Upper cole letter indicoteo the Ameo Research Cenlor oo the data source
eZ Lover Calm loller Indlcoleo the Lyndon 0, Johnson 5pace (;enter uo the dole source
r J Determine Sequential Chan0o In Red Cell Moss [rythropomtcn, Rcttctlocylos, And Ferrllln
e J Oetermine Role Of Splenic Sequostralion On Ol=cooc In The Red C¢II Ides'.
I J Delayed Type Hypcroonc;lllvily
ul J Ola_t TransformationlPrototn Production
u2 J Phonotyping Of Peripherally Circulating Blood Coils
v J Voslibuloviouol Compenoolion
v J Conollculorotalllh Compensation
'-' x J SMSCorreloleoo
y J Drub Phormoookinolico In Space
l J (valuation Of Modern Xon-mvaswe Mcthodo For ClinicalOru9 Monilor mg
ao J Capability 1o Study Inert Gee (xchongc Ao A Function Of lime In Specs
ob J [valuate EVA Work Output
oc J Evaluate Cardiovascular ilesponoo
od J Capability To [volualc EVA Bubble Formation
oh J Meoeoure Of Standard Pulmonary Function
at J Crcvmember Microbial Study
a) J Space Stolton Microblol Study
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PP.ELIMINARYPAYLOADEQUIPMENTLIST FOR IOC (SE£TIONI.O MASTEREQUIPMENTLISTING) • AS OF APRIL 21, 1986 Prepared by ARCI JSC
• eooooeoeeoeeoeoooeeooeeeooooo • eoe eeooeeeooeooooeoeo coo ooo • oeoeo ooeoeoeeoooeooo ooooeooeo • oeeooo oeoooe eeoooo oeoooee oeoeooe
• • • PAYLOADTOTALS • ITEMCHARACTERISTICS
• • DISCIPLINE • QTY VOL MASS POWER • DEPTH WIDTH HEIGHT MASS POWER
• EQUIPMENTNAME • SOR CODES AIC MNT • Roqd cum kg valid • m m m kg volts
• ooeoeoooee•eeo•eee•e••••••oe• • ooe oeeooo•oooooeoo••• coo •co • •one •eoeooeeoeooeoo eeooooeeo • eeoeeo eeoeoe oooooo eoooeee eeoooee
• 010Sp¢ctmonHoldingFoclllty • A Y RE • 3.040 600.00 1O00.O0 • 0.000 0.500 2.400 150.00 250.00
• 8loBtockRodiationDotoclor • A N S • 0.008 5.00 O.O0 • 0.200 0.200 0.200 5.00 0.00
• OIotolomotrySyotom * A Y RE , 0.060 60.00 100.00 • 0.300 0.500 0.200 30.00 50.00
• BloodGasAnalyzer * A Y liE • 0.125 4S.O0 250.00 , 0.508 0.508 0.508 45.00 250.00
• BIoodProlouro I, Flov Inotr. • A Y RE • 0.030 10.O0 50.00 • 0.300 0.500 0.200 10.00 50.00
• GoadClooningSyst©m • A V RE , 0.320 1O0.O0 500.00 , 0.600 0.500 0.800 I00.00 500.00
e Comero, 35mm * A N S • 0.OlO 1.50 O.O0 * 0.200 0.200 0.250 1.50 O.O0
• Cam©ro_Polaroid • A N S • 0.002 I.O0 0.08 • 0.100 0.150 0.150 I.OO O.O0
• CardiocOutputlnltrumontotion • A Y RE , O.OO0 1O.00 75.00 • 0.400 0.500 0.400 10.00 75.00
• Centrlfuoo(6ftlVllF) * A N RE . 3.040 250.00 100.00 . 0.800 2.000 2.400 250.00 I00.O0
• Centrifuge0Homotocrtt • A N S • 0.O01 1.00 0.00 • 0.200 0.1DO 0.050 I.O0 0.00
• Centrifuge• Rofrig©roted • C B Y RGC. 0.200 40.00 450.00 • 0.000 O.SO0 0.500 40.00 450.00
• Centrifugeo StandardLob • C BjDsF_HII_K,L Y RGC• 0.090 30.00 350.00 • 0.600 0.500 0.300 30.Q0 350.00
• DotoSyatem • C N RGC• 0.320 40.00 200.00 • O.6O0 0.500 O.DO0 40.00 200.00
_, • Do_irneter_ Poo_ivcs Opcrotor • C A Y IIGC • 0.090 5.00 O.00 • 0.600 0.508 0.300 5.00 0. DO
O • [JynomicEnvironl MeaD. Sy_t©m • C Y R_4C'• 0.075 40.00 20.00 • 0.500 0.508 0.300 40.00 20.00
• Film • A N S • 0.125 10.08 O.00 • 0.500 0.500 0.1O0 2.00 O.00
• fixotiongitll2roto • A N S • 0.210 40.00 0.00 • 0.600 0.500 0.400 20.00 0.00
• Fluid HondJingKit • A N S • 0.016 5.00 O.00 • 0.400 0.200 0.200 5.00 0.00
• Freezer (-?0*C, 30 liter) • A N RE • 0.300 200.00 600.00 • 0.600 0.500 0.500 100.00 300.00
• Freczerj Cryogenic (-196'C) • C Y RGC• 0.090 20.00 0.00 • 0.600 0.500 0.300 20.00 0.00
• Go, Chromatograph • A Y RE • 0.200 25.00 100.08 • 0.000 0.500 0.500 25.00 100.00
• General PurposoWork Slotion • C 0 N RGC• 1.920 350.00 500.00 • 0.800 I.O00 2.400 350.00 500.00
• Guillotine • A N S • 0.012 2.00 0.00 • 0.200 0.400 O.IS0 2.00 0.00
•Habitot, Plonl • A Y RE • O.OO0 90.00 0.00 • 30.00 0.00
• Habitot_ Rot • A Y fie • O.O00 100.00 O.00 • 30.00 0.00
• Hobltot, SquirreIMonkoy • A Y RE • O.O00 90.00 0.00 • 30.00 0.00
• HondWoohFoclllty • C N RGC• 0.320 1O0.O0 3?5.00 • 0.000 0.500 0.000 100.00 375.00
• HemotologyAnolyzer • A Y RE • 0.0?5 20.00 150.00 • 0.500 0.500 0.300 20.00 150.00
• HematologyKiill2roto • A N $ • 0.072 30.00 0.00 • 0.400 0.200 0.300 10.00 0.00
• HiotologyKltll2roto • A N S • 0.100 30.00 0.00 • 0.300 0.400 0.300 IO.O0 O.OO
• LobContrifugcH©od • A N S • 0.009 5.OO 0.00 • 0.300 0.300 0.1O0 5.00 0.00
• MassMoos. Device, Micro • C Y RGC • 0.075 15.00 15.00 • 0.500 0.500 0.300 15.00 15.00
• MossMcoo. Device, Smoll • C A Y RGC • 0.075 15.00 15.00 • 0.500 0.500 0.300 15.00 15.00
• MassMeo_ureColibrolionKit • A N S • 0.002 2.00 O.O0 • 0.200 O.100 0.100 2.00 O.O0
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Pk[LIMINARYPAYLUAD(rJUIPM[NI LISt FaN I(Jf_ (SLC|ION 1.0MASTE[A E(JUIPMENf LIblING) • AS(.Jt At'fEll _l, )OVG I'r¢poredby'ARC /JSC
• Ooeoeoooooeeooeoooooooeeeeeee • ODD oeeooeooooeeooeeoe ODD Dee • ooooo o**eoee eoeoeeeo ooooooooo • eeeooo oeoooo ODD*DO eoeeeee eeoe*ee
• • • PAYLOAD IOTAL5 • I|[M [HAkALI|RISIlCS
• • DISCIPLINE[ • QIY VOL MA55 POWI.II • UEPIH WlOlfl tl[lbttl MASS POW(H
• I_OUIPMENTNAME[ • SON CODE[S AIC Mill • Roqd cum k o vail= • m m m ko vail=
• •oe••oo•ooooooooeoeooooeo•oe• • oDe oooeoe••oooooooeoo ode ode • '•Deed ooooooo •ooooe•• o•eoooooo • oeeoeo oooeso oeeoe• eeoc=co eooooeo
• Moeebpoctromelor • A V nEE • 0.O?S 10.O0 150.O0 • O.SOO O.SO0 0.300 40.00 IS0.OO
• M4lero pH/Speclfic Ion • A H S • 0.000 3.00 S.O0 • 0.200 0.200 0.200 3.00 S.OO
• MIcroocopo Video Interface • A N S • 0.OOS 22.00 O.O0 • 0.200 O. IS0 O.150 22.00 0.00
• Microocopo, Compound • ,6. N S • 0.0?2 13.00 30.00 • 0.600 0.200 0.600 13.00 30.00
• Mlcroecope, DIOIIoI • C A,DoH, I Y RGC • 0.120 35.00 S00.O0 • 0.600 O.S00 0.400 35.00 S00.o0
• Mtcroecope, DiDo=cite o • A N S • 0.060 IO.00 30.00 • 0.600 0.200 0.S00 IO.O0 30.O0
• Occllloecopo • C N RGC • 0.030 14.00 100.O0 • 0.300 O.S00 0.200 14.00 I00.O0
• PJonlHorvectinOKIt • A 14 S • 0.016 S.O0 O.O0 • 0.400 0.200 0.200 S.O0 0.00
• kefrigerolor (4eC, 301tier) • A 14 fie • 2 0.300 200.00 400.00 • 0.600 0.500 0.SO0 IOO. 00 200.00
• SCRj Multichonnel • C fl,L N RGC • I 0.090 30.00 IS0.00 • 0.600 0.S00 0.300 30.00 150.O0
• Seed PIontmO KIt • A N S • I O.OI6 S.O0 O.O0 • 0.100 0.200 0.200 S.OO O.O0
• Spoctrophotomller (UVIVI=) • A Y RE • I 0.O90 10.00 300.00 • 0.600 O.SO0 0.300 t0.00 300.00
• SorgcrylOlel©ciin oKit • A 14 S • I 0.032 S.O0 O.O0 • 0.400 0.400 0.200 S.00 0.O0
• Surgical Glove•, DoxofSO • A 14 S • IO O.OiS 1.00 0.00 • O. lOO 0.150 O. 100 O. lO 0.OO
_-" • 54_rglcolGovn=, UoxofZS • A N S • I0 0.113 ' 30.00 0.00 • 0.1SO 0.500 0.150 3.b0 0.bO
• SurgscalMooko _ Doxof2S • A N S • I0 0.016 1.00 0.00 • b. I00 O. IUO O. ISO 0.10 0.00
• lrochCompoclor • C Y fiG{; • I 0.200 30.UU 2_U.00 • 0.00U 0._,0U U._UU 30.00 2_,0.00
• Veterinary KJtll2 raid • A N S • 2 U.UJZ IO.UU U.UU • 0.10U 0.200 U.;tUU S.bO O. UU
• Veterinary KIll3 Monkey= • A Il S • I 0.OI6 5.00 0.00 • 0.100 0._00 O._UU S.00 0.00
• VidloCoecetloc, Doxof20 • A il S • S O. 100 25.00 b.00 • O.S00 0.500 O. IS0 S.00 0.00
• Vidco Sy.slom • A 14 RE • I 0.600 180.00 600.00 * 0.600 0.500 0.S00 45.00 I50. O(J
• WipeS, Dry, Box • A N S * 20 O.OIS 2.00 0.00 * 0.1SO O. lO0 0.0S0 0.10 0. DO
• WIJ)4_Jo Wet, Box • A N S • 20 0.030 2.00 0.O0 • 0.160 0.100 0.100 0.10 0.O0
• ALFEStovoooKit • J L N SEE • I O.OIS 2.00 0.O0 • 0.249 0.249 0.249 2.00 0.O0
• ,6.cceleromeler and Recorder • J C Y S( • I 0.025 16.06 35.00 • 0.356 0.t03 0.113 16.06 3S.(JO
• AGmPPIoteo • J M N SE[ • 1116 0.103 50.62 0.00 • 0.076 0.0?6 0.016 0.06 0.O0
• BoOA=oembly . [xpmIOZ, Spar(: • J L N SEE • I 0.004 2.09 0.00 • 0.432 0.102 0.102 2.99 0.(J0
• Bo0-m-box • J L N P,E[ * I 0.'090 IS.00 0.00 * 0.610 0.425 0.3t9 IS.OO 0.bO
• Boltcr_Je • J L N SS • 40 0.002 1O.0U 0.00 • 0.025 0.02[, 0.051 0.23 0.00
• Dattorlec, D-Cell • J M N $5 * 40 O.(J02 I0.00 U.O0 , O.OZS 0.025 O.OSl 0.23 b.O0
• BloodCollccllonDIopo=oble= , J C,D,F,H,I,K,L N $5 * 2160 0.027 122.45 0.00 • 0.013 0.013 0.070 0.06 0.O0
• DloodCollBclionReueobleo • J C,D,F,fl, I,K,L N SE • I 0.028 1.3G 0.00 • 0.305 0.305 0.305 1.36 O.O0
• ColM_rallonSyrm0o, 3Liter • J L N SEE • I 0.023 2.99 0.O0 • O.S?9 0.201 0.201 2.99 0.O0
• Camera, Video • J G Y SG • I 0.003 2.00 50.(J0 • 0.305 0.076 0.11! 2.00 S(J.O0
e £olkm|xchonocRolinKit • J X i SEE • 36 O.O21 4.90 0.00 • O. IO2 0.076 O.O?l_ 0.11 O.UU
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PflLLIMINARYPAYLOA[JEOUIPMENI LIST FOR IOC (SECTION I.OMASTER EOUIPM[NT LISTING) • ASOF AI'I_II 21, J_Ub • rrcpor©dbyARC/JSC
• oeooeeoooo••oe•o••ooo••oeo••o • Do• ooooooooooo••ooooo DO• ••o • o•••o oDe•o•• ooooo•o• •DeeD•Doe • oooeoo ogee•o oooooo oDe•oDe De•eeoc •
• • • PAYLOAD TOTALS • iTEM CHARACIERISTICS •
• • DISCIPLINE • OTY VOL MASS POWER • DEPTH WIDTH HEIGHT MASS POWER •
• EOUIPM[N1 NAME •SOR CODES AIC MNT • Rcqd cum kg ratio • m m m 1_0 vott= •
• eeo••eo•Deooooooog••ooeo•oo•• • •DO •oo•••••o•••••ooo• •0• •De • e•••• ••eoe•• ol3o•oooo DeeDeD•Do • DeeDeD ••••e• eeoeeo eeeeeeo oeoeeoe •
• CelIHondllngAccoooorloe • J 0 N SE * 156 0.070 106.14 0.00 • 0.152 0.102 0.029 0.60 0.00 •
• Centrifugal Hemotology 9yotem , J D Y RE • 0.010 22.60 200.00 • 0.229 0.229 O.311 22.00 200.00 *
• Computer, 9tlmuluo Control • J J Y SE • 0.033 1!.97 00.00 • 0.424 0.131 0.170 14.97 00.00 •
• Co_tolnor, Conlomtnot|on • J i N RG • 0.2q3 54.'13 0.O0 • 0.762 0.403 0.6(;0 54.43 0.(J0 •
• Cou_ler, RedOlood(_¢ll • J H Y RE • 0.031 45.35 50.00 • 0.53"/ 0.403 0.13 "1 4,5.36 50.00 •
• Counter, 9cmtillotJon • J H Y I1[ • 1.299 101.44 5UU.OO • 1.029 0.?11 O.'JS5 161.41 900.00 •
• Denoltorculter,Done , J A Y fie • 0.257 135.08 300.00 • 0.599 0.403 0.009 136.00 300.00 *
• Olgtt_er, Infhght * C I N RGC * 0.179 11.33 r_OO.00 * 0.609 0.403 0.609 11.33 500.00 *
• Uloploy, Venouo Preeo Rccordor • J F N Sf • 0.004 2.2? 25.00 • 0.309 0.091 0.229 2.2? 25.00 •
• Dleptoyl Vld©o Monitor , J B N R6 * 0.029 6.00 50.00 * 0.660 0.403 0.090 6.00 S0.00 *
• DopplerExpendobleo • J L N SE • 0.002 0.91 0.00 • 0.152 0.102 O. tO2 0.91 0.00 •
• Ootimeter, Microdooimelri¢ • J D Y SE • O.OIS 54.43 0.00 • 0.0?6 0.403 0.400 54.13 O.OO •
e l_rugConoumobloaKil • J K N SS • 0.002 O.OO 0.00 • 0.102 0.102 0.152 0.00 0.00 •
,...,
_-_ • EMG, 9ucfoco • J C,E N 9E • 0.OI6 16.14 20.00 • 0.514 0.463 0.063 10.14 20.00 •
i"O • [leclrodeKIt, i;MO • J C,E N 5[ • 100 O.Ol? 12.14 0.00 • 0.203 0.0?6 0.005 0.07 0.00 o
• El•cereal•Kit, Nerve • J E N SE • 100 0.017 13.60 0.00 • 0.203 0.076 0.006 0.00 0.00 •
• ElectrodeK_l, 9A9 • J J N SE • 156 0.014 11.00 0.00 • 0.203 0.0?6 0.006 O.OO O.00 •
• Electronics Control Aooembly • J L N RE • I 0.045 15.00 00.00 • 0.400 0.425 0.257 15.00 00.00 •
• Ergometor, Bicycle • J E,H H RG • 1 0.120 13.51 10.00 • 0.400 0.500 0.599 13.61 10.00 •
• Evono Blue Dye InJectionKlt • J F,H N 55 • 324 0.054 26.12 0.00 • 0.051 O.OSI 0.076 0.00 0.00 •
• ExerciooDevice, Anoorobsc • J E N 115 • I 0.165 21.45 IOS.O0 • 0.762 0.610 0.355 21.46 105.00 •
• EXpmtContrOlohdDl=ptoyo'Syo. • J J N 5E • I 0.062 11.34 120.00 * 0.500 0.403 0.254 11.34 120.00 •
• FeceoCollecllonSy=tem, 24Hr • J k Y SS • I 0.120 10.14 50.00 • 0.495 0.500 0.4?6 10.14 50.00 •
• ftllerKil, Milllpore • J M N S[ • I 0.020 0.23 0.00 • 0.305 0.309 0.305 0.23 0.00 •
• |ltlere_ Mllltpore • J M N 5E * ?2 O.OU3 0.32 0.00 • 0.0?5 0.076 0.005 0.00 0.0u •
• FlovCytometor • J I Y hi • 1.000 136.00 SOU.D0 * 0.914 0.403 2.255 136.00 500.00 •
• Flovmeter, CordiopulAnolyger • d L Y I_E • 0.250 42.00 _).00 • 0.504 0.163 0.950 42.00 9.00 •
• ForcoMeosuremcnlDevlce • J C Y SE • 0.020 0.45 10.00 • 0.305 0.305 0.305 0.45 10.00 •
• Freeze Dryer • J A Y RE • 0.05? 19.3t 140.O(J • U.403 0.305 0.45"/ 19.34 140.00 •
• FreezerQI • J A,D N R5 • 0.355 10.34 20U.UU • 0.610 0.450 1.331 19.31 200.00 •
• Freezer 02 • j f,K,L N R6 • 0.365 19.31 200.00 • 0.610 0.150 1.331 19.3! 200.00 •
• GoeArmlyzorlMo._eSpoc • J L Y R6 • 0.100 34.93 50.00 • 0.504 0.403 0.356 34.93 50.00 •
• GooCylinclcr Aooembly • J L N RE • 0.092 42.00 0.00 • 0.610 0. t25 0.356 42.00 0.00 •
• GoelonkolGo:Suppheo • J L N 55 • 0.031 9.90 25.00 • 0.371 0.!72 0.175 9.98 25.00 •
• Gontomet©r end Recorder • J C Y S[ • O.OO2 1.01 25.00 • 0.102 O. 102 0.152 1.01 25.00 •
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• eo•eoooooeoooooooo•ooooooo••oo • Oil) ••ooo•oooooo•oo••o ODD ODD • ooooo ooooooo oooooooo oooQooooo • DOODAD DOODAD DOODAD ooooo•o DooDaD•, •
• • • PAYLOA0 I01AL5 • ITEM (_HAAACIEnlSIIC_ •
• • OISCIPLIN[ • • 0IY VOL MASS POW[II, • OEPTH WIOIH H[IGH1 MASS POWER •
• EOUIPMEN| NAME • SOR CODES AIC MMT • Roqd Cu m kg vails • m m m ko volts •
• oeeeeooooeeooooeooeooeeoeoeoo • ODe oooeoooooooeeooooo ode DOe • ooooo o•oeooo ooloo•oe o•••oeoo• •o•oooo eooo•o BooBoo DoDoes• oooeeoe •
• HRflermmol • J E M fiG • I 0.011 22.60 15.00 • 0.051 0.403 0.457 22.68 15.00 *
• NeedReetromt • j J N 5E • I 0.000 0.23 0.00 • 0.075 0.0?6 0.025 0.23 0.00 •
• HelnvltAoeem4)ly • J J M SE • I 0.020 1.36 20.00 • 0.305 0.254 0.356 1.36 20.00 •
• IMtmet Interfoco Box • J J ¥ SE• I 0.005 2.00 30.00 • 0.102 0.203 0.305 2.00 30.00 •
• Ileporln Lock Kit • J F,fl i SS • 360 0.033 24.20 0.00 • 0.203 0.076 0.005 0.07 0.00 •
• tm4i41k_iSyotom, Ultrooo_nd • J 0 V ire * I O. 179 90.72 500.00 * 0.609 0.403 0.609 90.72 600.00 .e
• IntoÚBier • J IjM N fig • I 0.142 27.22 IO0.O0 • 0.532 0.403 0.464 27.22 10O.00 •
• I_ub4llor (5"J.C02037*C) • J 0 M RG • I 0. 142 27.22 100.00 • 0.632 0.403 0.464 27.22 100.00 •
• le_k_l_McoourementDevlce • J C,E Y fie • 1 0.017 7.90 0.00 • 0.305 0.254 0.222 7.90 0.00 •
• loetopoKlll loS9 • J fl II Sf" • 36 0.007 3.25 0.00 • 0.0?5 O.0SI O.OSI 0.09 0.00 •
• LllllPOovlce • J B ¥ RE • 0.293 19.05 SS.00 • 0.752 0.403 0.795 19.05 SS.O0 •
• Llfe Support Kit, McdEm©roency • J 0 N RG • 0.026 13.61 IO0.O0 • 0.610 0.403 0.009 13.61 100.00 •
• MoolLIRegulotorSyotem • J L N S[ • 0.001 22.00 0.00 • 0.102 0.102 0.102 22.00 D.O0 •
• MoleMeon, Device, Body • J O,HjL V fig • 0.05? 34.0Z 15.00 • 1.029 0.003 0.795 34.02 Ib.O0 •
• Motor0 Electrode Impedance • J J Y S( • 0.001 0.59 (J.UU • 0.155 0.101 0.053 0.59 O.Or, •
• Microphone • J G M SG • 0.000 0.27 I0.00 • 0.051 0.013 0.013 0.27 IO.UD •
i.-z
o.) • MIcroocope, LovPaver • J M V RG • 0.013 ?.25 I00.00 • 0.229 0.190 0.305 7.25 100.00 •
• Monitor System, Phyc;io)ootco| • J L ¥ 55 • 0.001 O.€_i IUO.UU • 0.0`51 0.102 0.119 0.91 i(JO.0O *
•Nonitor, Envlronmenlnl • J D H SG • 0.033 25.10 20.00 • O.3US 0.305 0.355 25.40 20.00 •
• Haiti, Or, Rear, Rote • J [ Y fig • 0.000 0.95 I0.00 • 0.102 0.0`51 0.020 0.95 I0.00 •
• N©rveConductionVel. looter . j F M 5[ . 0.002 2.84 25.00 . 0.102 0.403 0.044 2.04 25.00 .
• O_ciJloacopoiMiniRocordmo • C J H SGC • 0.004 2.27 0.00 • 0.305 0.152 0.075 2.2? 0.00 •
• Osomoter • J A Y S[ • 0.017 5.44 20.00 • 0.254 0.356 0.105 5.44 20.00 •
• PMSAccoooorI¢:) • J L N SS • 26 0.491 1.00 0.00 • 0.610 0.152 0.203 0.04 0.00 •
• Paper, SCR, Multlchanncl • J O,L N SS • 32 0.245 57.60 O.O(J • 0.330 0.1`52 0.152 1.00 0.U0 •
• Per_oneiRebreolhmoAl_oombly • J L N P,[ • IS6 10.235 302.00 0.00 • 0,432 0.249 0.510 1.94 0.00 •
• PlholO.'nlcroorophic bet-up • J M II S[ • I 0.001 0.91 IOU.OQ • 0.076 O. 1.52 0.051 0.91 100.00 •
• PhycoiLpOSConeumoblo_Kit • J D N $5 • 155 0.24? 162.75 0.00 • 0.152 0.102 0.102 1.04 0.00 •
• kadtot_otopee • J I N S[ • O.Obb 0.00 0.00 • •
• ReoderlLD • J 0 Y RE • I 0.023 15.42 15U.O(J • 0.500 0.254 0.101 15.42 150.00 •
• RcooentKlI , Red Cell Mooe • J fl II S[ • 35 0.007 3.20 U,OU • 0.075 0.0`51 0.051 0.09 0.00 •
• RecOrder, Doppler • J L Y RL • I 0.137 9.5J `SU.ÚU • 0.`500 0.40_ U.559 9.SJ `50.00 •
• Recorder, Video • J 0 Y RG • I U.UJ'I 15.42 "I'_.UU , 0.500 0.40J U. 15L 15.42 ?_.uu ,
eRofrioerolor(4•(;) • J M II RG • I U. ITI 34.93 _UU.OU • U.`574 U. 421 0.701 34.9J 2u0.00 •
• Rettculocyte Smear KII • J H N S[ • ?2 0.005 6.52 O.(JO • 0.0"/6 0.076 0.013 0.09 0.00 *
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PHLLIMINAIIYPAYLOAtJ[fJUIPMLNI LIST [OR IOC (SL[TION 1,0MASILfl ((,IUIPMEN| LISTING) • ASU! At'tilt L'l, 19Ub • I'r©lsOrodbyAl:L/JSC
• o•oo•oo•eg0oooooooeeooeooeeooe • •so oooqloooo•oooooeooo ooo sos • SOS00 OOOOOOO OOOOOOOO •sees•coo • oooeoo oooooo oooooo •so•gee ooeoo•o •
• • • PAYLOAD TOTALS • ITEM CHARACTEFIISTIC5 •
• • DISCIPLINE • STY VOL MASS POWEk • DEPTH WIDTH HEIGHT MASS POWER •
• EQUIPMENT NAME • Sl:_ CODES AIC MNT • Ileqd cum kg volts • m m m kO volt• •
• OOOOO•OOO0•••OOOO00OOOOOeO•O0 • SO0 OOOOOOO••O•eOOO•O0 SO• •SO • IS••• •O•OOO• OOOOOOOO SO••eeoc• • •••OO0 SO•SOS SO•SOS SO•SOS• •SiS•e0 •
• hulorCentrlfuoolSompler . J M Y S[ • I 0.005 1.45 50.00 • 0.203 O. IS2 0.152 1.45 50.00 *
• Retollir • J J Y RE • I 0.125 40.02 220.00 • 0.500 0.403 0.600 40.02 220.00 •
• liovitHlMo©hlae • J ( It RG • I 0.220 1"/.21 D.00 • 1.219 O.?ll 0.264 17.24 0.00 •
• _lllvOCollecllolnUnlt • J K N 6( • 620 0.026 11.90 0.00 • 0.025 0.025 0.076 0.02 0.00 •
• lomploProp, Oov., FluidX-fer • C I N RGC • I 0.179 11.33 ISO.00 • 0.600 0.403 0.609 11.33 150.00 •
• Somplo $vobo sod Somple Tuboo • J M N 5[ • 1000 0.053 24.50 0.00 • 0.025 0.025 0.0"16 O.O2 0.00 •
• 11411_iJConditioner, EOG • J J Y 5E • 0.000 0.05 20.00 • 0.015 0.030 0.040 0.05 20.00 •
• Slkk)PropOovlco, Chromoool • J 0 Y 5E • 0.003 3.2? 0.00 • 0.368 0.211 0.044 3.27 0.00 •
• $1i4eProporolionKtl, Urino , J A N 55 • 0.000 0.73 0.00 * 0.152 0.075 0.032 0.73 0.00 *
• Sp4clrometor • J F,H Y S[ • 0.001 0.45 100.00 • 0.160 0.009 0.051 0.45 100.00 •
• 5poclromotor,ProtonlNoovylon • J D Y 5[ • 0.008 9.07 100.00 • 0.127 0.403 0.133 9.07 100.00 •
• Spirometer A¢=ombly • J L N SE • 0.006 1.00 0.00 • 0.305 0.203 0.102 1.00 0.00 •
• 5teriloLoopo • J M N SE• 1512 0.149 24.50 0.00 • 0.203 0.076 0.006 0.02 0.00 •
• SubjectRe=trointSy:tem • J D N 5E • I 0.004 11.34 0.00 • 0.152 0.152 0.152 11.34 0.00 •
• TLO • J D N SE • 24 0.001 0.64 0.O0 • 0.0?6 0.051 0.006 0.03 O.00 •
• Top4o, Ooto • J L N 55 • 26 0.015 1.02 0.00 • 0.07G 0.152 0.O51 0.07 0.00 •
• Tormlnol, Computer • J 6 Y RG • I 0.112 9.07 100.00 • 0.SOD 0.403 0.457 9.07 100.00 •
• lronod_Jcer, Vonou-_Preoouro • J F N SE• 1 0.000 0.50 0.00 • 0. 102 0.051 0.051 0.60 0.00 •
• Ireodmlll • J E N 9G • 1 O.311 11.79 25.00 • 1.219 0.559 0.457 11.79 25.00 •
• Trypt_€o_o Soy Agor Strips • J M N S[ • 120 0.000 0.54 0.O0 • 0.025 0.0?6 0.000 0.00 0.00 •
• lidbOO, llood(:ollectlon , J C,D,F,H,I,K,L N 56 • 1000 0.013 61.I] 0.00 • 0.013 0.013 0.0?6 0.06 O. O0 •
• Urln4CollocttonSyotem, 24HP • J A,D,F,K Y 5[ • I 0.130 10.14 50.00 • 0.556 0.4?6 0.61] 10.14 50.00 •
• VenouorroocuroDiopoDoblee , J F N 55 • 156 0.002 0.03 0.0u • 0.013 0.013 0.076 0.05 0.00 •
• Veroocltmbor • J ( N fig • I 0.754 15.42 00.00 • 0.752 2.430 0.406 15.42 00.00 •
• Viols, FoccoSomplo • J A N 55 • 2150 0.020 122.25 0.00 • 0.013 0.013 0.0?6 0.05 0.00 •
• Viol•, Urmo Somple • J A,D,F,K N 5.5 * 2160 0.025 122.25 0.00 , 0.013 0.013 0.076 0.06 0.00 •
• VKkpoCooootteo, Box • J G N 56 • 5 0.100 25.00 0.00 • 0.500 0.500 0.150 5.00 0.00 •
• •1, 2, 3, &4 Tololr. • • ' 39 6050 I]490 • •
• I Rock I0101 odJuotod to occommodolo oqutpmenl ponel holohto.
e2 Mi_cion €onGumobleG ond ©xpondoblolpbo:od on o 90 doy million.
• ) I OC " 2 Ycaro
• 4 AlldotoPflEL I MINARY -FOP, I1EFEflENCEONLY
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llqe fourth section includes a partial list of experiments to support
disciplines not contained in mission A or mission B. Experiments in this
mission may be conducted within the module or external to the module.
Subsequent doc_nents will address these experiments in greater detail. This
is only a s_nmary.
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OTHERPOSSIBLEMISSION EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVE
SITE CODE SOURCE
I. BIOSPHERICS
I. Biochemical contents of plant LSRF and/or BS-I Green
canopies P1at form
2. Primary productivity in LSRFand/or BS-2 Green
equatorial oceans Platform
3. Predictive modeling of LSRFand/or BS-3 Green
disease transmission Platform
II. EXOBIOLOGY
I. Collection and analysis of Attached EX-I Green
cosmic dust particles _oad
2. Study the formation, growth LSRF EX-2 Green
and interaction of dust grains
and gases involved in solar
system evolution
3. Study the physical and Attached EX-3 Green
chemical reaction of the _oad
biogenic elements in an
' artificial icy comet during
exposure to space
4. Study the survival of Platform EX-5 Green
microbes in space
III. REPRODUCTIONAND DEVELOPMENT
I. Multiple generation studies LSRF RD-I Green
of mammals in space
2. Multiple generation reproduc- Platform RD-4 Green
tion in insects
3. Mammalian pregnancy, birth, LSRF RD-I Green
and maturation
4. Reproduction subsequent to LSRF RD-I Green
space exposure
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SECTION5.0
Section 5.0 presents the Mission Requirements Data Base for mission 307. The
information defines the Space Station resource (volume, power, crew time,
etc.) envelope within which the actual science payload for Space Station will
be contained. Because the hardware identified in this section is generally
commonto research activities within each discipline, the resource envelope
defined by the reference payload should adequately meet Life Sciences needs on
Space Station and will probably not change dramatically as the actual payload
is developed.
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SAAX)O?
ODOOooooooBoooomoooooooomOoooooOoomoooooomoooeeooommmooomoou_oomoouoooao
NO_ZCE
ENTR]ES ]_ THIS DATA BASE ARE 10 BE USED ONLY AS A S:.=:[ OF
ZLLUSTRAT]VE DETAIL ABOUT THE INTEI_3E_ USES OF THE S:A:E STATION
COMPLEX. THE DATA BASE BY XTSELF CANNOT BE USED TO IkrER AN AGGREGATE
PERFOR_ULNCEENVELOPE.
mOeoOaeaeomsumloBsae_oooooBmeOBmooommmolssmOomsmom_emomoteoo_eosOmll080o
kLtME
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME LZF[ SCIENCES LAB
LAST UPDATE 022786
COUNTRY OF ORIGTN USA NASA OSSA (SAAX)
CONTACT DR. ilJkRVIN CHRISTENSEk
EBF
NASA/HO
WASHTNGTON. D.C. 2C)_4S
PHONE NUt_SER FTS 453-154(;
STATUS PLANNED
FLIGHTS
FLIGHT SCHEDULE
FLIGHT YEAR 1992 1993 1994 1895 199(; 1997 19gE 1999 2000 2001
EOUI PMEN? UP 1 O O O O O C 0 O O
EOUI PMENT DOVN O 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
OPERATIONAL DAYS 365 365 0 O O O O O 0 O
OTV FLIGHTS O O O O O 0 O O O O
EARLY FLI G_rrS
LATE RETUR_ 2002
08JECTTVE
TNITIALLY TO PERFORll THE FULL SPECTRLlll OF LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH
INCLUDING HUMAN, ANIlltlkL AND PLANT. klHEN AN ANIMAL & D,.ANT V]VARIUN & LAB
(SAAX302) ;S ADDED. THIS PAYLOAD ELEMENT (SAAX30?) t(ZL.L BECOME A HUMAN
RESEARCH LAB (SAAX303). LIFE SCIENCES TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT VZLL BE
;NCLUDED IN THIS PAYLOAD ELEMENT. (TD1_(2532 ;S REDJNDANT TO THIS
NZSS;0N AND SAAX303).
DESCRIPTION
EQUIPMENT ;ELUDES HUNAN PHYS][0LOGICAL IEONITOR'ING _[k[STRUt4ENTATION AS
YELL AS PLANT AND JJ_l;ItAL GR0VTH FACILITIES, ANALYTT_.A. ;NSTRU14ENTS,
STORAGE, krORKBEN_**-_S, FREEZERS, DATA COLLECTION ANC lU_GENENT SYSTEMS,
FLUID AI_:; YASTE HJLNDLTNGSYSTEMS, ETC. THIS LAB BE:::OIIES SAAX303 ;N
1994, CONTINGENT 01_ LAUNCH OF SAAX3O2. IN THE EVEN':', THAT SAAX302 IS
CANCELLED OR DELAYED SAAX30T VOULO OPERATE FOR 1994-2OO1 PERIOD AT 365
DAYS/YEAR. THE LAB MODULE MUST 0PEI.ATE AT AN ATMOSt:_I[RE OF 14.7 PSI -
21_ 02 FOR I0C AND BEYONO.
TYPE/SCALE
TYPE _ER 4
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE STAT;0N tO
NON-SERV;CING _ FLIGHTS (PER YEAR) -O
ADD RESOURCES YES
RESOURCE REFERENCE
OREZT
ANY ORS;IT
SPECIAL CONS;DERATZ01_S (ORBIT) :
POZNTING/0RI ENTAT;0N
HOURS -O
TRUTH SITES
POINTING ACCURACY (ARC SEC) -0.(30
POINTING KNOVLEDGE (ARC SEC) -O.O0
FIELD OF V;E¥ (DEG) -O.O
POINTING STABILITY RATE (ARC SEC/SEC) -O.O00
PDZNTZNG STABILITY (ARC SEC) --O.OO0
PLACEMENT (ARC SEC) -O.OOC
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION (POINTING/ORIENTATION) :
SAAXO308 ;krVOLVES POINTING TO EXTRASOLAR PARTICLE S_:_nRCES.
388
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SAAX)O?
POWER
O=[:L* IN:, (KW) NOMINAL 4.00
H:.':* :ER DAy ([:[Ri.TZN_,) 11.00
VC.T __,[ NOV,%NAL 110.0
FREO_[NCY (HZ) 60.0
PEAK (KW) _MINAL S.O0
HO,JR.€ PER DAY (PEAK) 1.0C)
STAk_.=_ POWER (K¥) 2.00
(N:)_ OPERATIONAL PERIODS)
°DC
OP[G/.'|N_ (K¥) NOMINAL 10 O0
HOJ;_€. PER DAY (OI:)ERATING) 11.00
VO.TAGE NOMINAL 28.0
PEAK (K'd) NOMINAL 15.00
HOURS PER DAY (PEAK) 1.00
STAN_Y POWER (KV) •.OO
(NOK OPERATIONAL PERIODS)
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (POWER):
STANOBY POWER MINIMUM MUST BE SUPPL;I_ FOR SPECl'MEk AND SAMPLE SUPPORT.
GJ,MMS. ETC. PRIOR TO LAUNCH/RETURN AND AFTER LAN_ZNG. 2OF. VAC ZS ALSO
A_._.EPTABLE PROVIDED 110 VAC, •0 HZ IS AVAILABLE TO ALL RACKS.
THERMAL
"ACTIVE
TEIPERATURE. DEG C OPERATIONAL MZN 20.0 lU, X 27.0
NON-OPERATIONAL IIZN 00.0 IUX 30.0
HEAT REJECTIO!_. KW OPERATIONAL NIN IS.OC MAX 21.00
NON-OPE RAT][ ONAL M;N 9.0C MAX 9 .OO
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (THERMAL):
CR.'TICAL Ti._RNAL CONTROL DONE WITHIN CAGE/RACKS. HEAT REJECTION REFLECTS
EOUZPMENT PV',; * 1 KW FOR EACH METABOLIC HEAT GEk'[RATZOk
DATA/_NZ CATZOI_
OtaSOARD DATA PROCESSING REOUIRED YES
DESCRIPTION:
[k%'tRONMENTAL PARAMETERS, SPECtMEN STATUS, 06SERvATtONS • DATA ANALYSTS
ONB_&RD STORAGE (M_IT) *O.OC
STATZOI_ DATA REQUZRED:
TIME: ACCELERATION & RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS; HOUSEKE'EPtNG • STATZON
O=ERATtONS DATA; EPHEMERIS.
COMMJNZCATtON LINKS :
FROM : STATZON DIGITAL VZDEC VOICE
TO : GROUI¢) DATA DATA
A. GENERATIrON RATE (KBPS) 128.00 1300.0C NA
B. DURAT t ON (HOURS) 24.00 4.00 24.00
C. FREOUENCY (PER DAY) 1.00 1.00 1.00
D. DELtVERY TIME (HOURS) O.00 0.00 O.O
E. SECURTTY (YES/NO) NO NO YES
F. EELZASZ L][TY (*_) 2.00 2.00 2.00
G. INTERACT1VI[ (YES/NO) NO YES YES
FROM: GROUNO DIGITAL VIDEO VQZCE
TO : STATION DATA DATA
A. GJrNERATZON RATE (KBPS) 20.00 1300.00 NA
B. DURAT][ON (HOURS) 2A.O0 4.00 24.00
C. FREOUENCY (PER DAY) 1.00 1.00 1.00
D. DELIVERY TIME (HOURS,) 0.00 O.O0 O.O
E. SECURITY (YES/NO) NO NO YES
F. RELtABZLTTy (_,) 2.00 2.00 2.00
G. INTERACTIVE (YES/NO) NO YES YES
FROM: STATXON DIGITAL VIDEO VOICE
TO: $HUT'TL E DATA DATA
A. GENERATTON RATE (KBPS) 20.00 -O.00 IdA
B. DURATI ON (HOURS) 2.00 -0.00 0.50
C. FREOUENCY (PER DAY) 1.00 -0.00 2.00
D. DELIVERY TIN[ (HOURS) 0.00 -0.00 0.0
E. SECURtTY (YES/NO) NO YES
F. RELZAEtL][TY (_) 2.00 -0.00 2.00
G. Ik'TERACTIVE ( YES/NO ) YES YES
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FRO_ SHU_TL[ DIGITAL VIDEO VOICE
TO: STAT_ DATA DATA
A GENERA_IO_ RATE (KBPS) 20.00 -O.OO NA
B DURATIO_ (HOURS) 2.00 -O.OO 0.50
C FREOUENCY (PER DAY) 1.00 -O.OO 2.OO
D D[LIVE_Y TIN[ (HOURS) O.OO -O.OO O.O
E SECURZT¥ (YES/NO) NO YES
F RELIAE]LIT_ (_) 2.00 -0.00 2.00
G. XNTERACTXV[ (YES/NO) YES Y[S
CO0md[NT (DATA/COim4JNICATIONS):
390
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EOUIPMENT
PRESSURIZED MODULE CO0[ 2
S*'_ RED FACIL;T|ES NONE
[OUZPtlENT LOCATION LEGEND
1. INTERN'L/PRESSUR; ZED 3 EXTERNAL/ATTACHED/UN_RESSURZZED
2. EXTERNAL/ATTACHED/PRESSURZZED 4. FREE FLYER (REMOTE)
EOUrPME_'T LOCAT;ON
1 2 3 4
e et eeet--eee_ee_e_ n ele e--e_ett eut _ e_t _ t t t u__ ____ e _e_-
DIMENSIONS (M)
LENGTH 9. T5
VZDTH OR DIAMETER 4.80
HEZGHT (OR BLANK)
VOLUUE ( CU. M.) 39.O00
PKG. DIMENSION (M)
LENGTH 9.75
WIDTH OR DZAMETER 4.80
H[ZGHT (OR BLANK)
PKG. VOL. (CU. M.) 39.000
LAUNCH MASS (KG) 8500.00
ACCEL. MInX (G) .0000100
EOUTPMENT LOCAT;ON LEGEND
5. FREE FLYER (CONTACT-NAME-ORSZTING)
G. 28.5 DEGREE PLATFORM
7. SUN $YNC/POLAR PLATFORM
EOU][PMENT LOCATTON
5 6 T
DZMENS;ONS (M)
LENGTH
WZDTH OR DIAMETER
HEIGHT (OR BLANK)
VOLUME ( CU. M. )
PKG. DI'MENS][0N (M)
LENGTH
V][DTH OR DZAMETER
HEZGHT (OR BLANK)
PKG. VOL. (CU. M.)
LAUNCH MASS (KG)
ACCE'L. MAX (G)
ATTACH POINTS 0
SET UP CODE:
HARDWARE DESCR][PTION:
COMSTNED HUMAN AND NONmHUaUN LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH EOUIPMENT. PAYLOAD
ELEMENT CONVERTED IN 1994 TO SAAXO303- DF..D_CATEDHUMAN RESEARCH
FACZL_ZTY.
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*INITIAL CONSTRUCTION/SET UP
TASK:
PERIOD (DAYS1 -0.00
IVA TOTAL CREVTIME (MHR) -0.O0
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREV TIME (MqR) -0.00
CI-SKILL-TYPE I 1 2 3 4 5 G T
C l g TASK TRAINABLE O O O 0 O O O
I I V TECHNICIAN O 0 0 0 0 0 0
L E PROCESSIONAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LL
mDAILY OPERATIONS
TASK:
EXPERIMENT MANIPULATIONS; SAMPLE PREPARATIONS: SAMPLE • DATA ANALYSIS
;VA CRE¥ TIME PER DAY (MHR) 11.00
I
CO-SKI LL-TYPE I 1 2 3 4 5 G T
G K E TASK TRAINABLE 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
D X V TECHNICIAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L E PROFESSIONAL 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
L L
"PERIODIC OPERATIONS NONE
"TEARDOUT_ Ak_ STOW
TASK :
PERIOD (DA'r S) -0
IVA TOTAL CREtfTIME (MHR) -0.00
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREW TIME (Mt4R) -0.00
CS-SKILL-TYPE I 1 2 3 4 S G T
C K E TASK TRAINABLE O O O O O O O
S Z V TECHNICIAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L E PRO;ESSION&L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L L
_ENTS (CREW):
F;VE TASK TRAINABLE CREW USED AS HI.IlUN SUBJECTS FOR LIMITED L.S.
EXPER;MENTS.
SERVICING
INTERVAL (DAYS) 80
CONSUMABLES:
TYPE -
&NIkLtLS. PLANTS ; SPECIMEN 1420.02. FOOO.BLOOD SAMPLES.DATA TAPE .NED. SUPPL;ES
¥EIGHT (KG) 2500.00
RETURN (KG) 2500. O0
VOLUME UP (CUBIC METERS) 5.000
VOLUME DOMI_ (CUBIC METERS). 5.000
POVER (KV) 2.000
HOURS FOR POt_R 30.00
EVA HOURS PER SERVXCE -O.00
TYPICAL TA,T_K.S(EVA) -
TBD
IVA HOURS PER SERVICE 60.00
LOCATION OF SERVICING LOCAL
TYPICAL TASKS (][VA) -
EXCHA_IGE SPECZMENS. SAMPLES. RECORDS. FOOD/H20/O2/VASTE CONT & EOUIPMENT
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (SERVICING) :
REQUIRE THE FOLLOV;NG OF LOGISTICS IIOOULE: CONTZNUOU3 PO_ER DURING
ASCENT(3KV). 4 M-e3 VOL. ATMOSPHERIC TEMP ._20--25 DEG C. R.H.-40-60_.
PRESSURE 14.7 PSI 21_ 02. PARTICULATE SIZE <0.5 MICRON. VIBROACCOUSTZC&L
LEVEL 55DBA SHORTER • MORE FREQUENT SERVICING INTERVAL DESZRED(<gO DAYS)
3_2
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CONFIUAT I0N _S
INTERVAL (DAYS) 90
CHANGE-OUT [0UIPmENT :
TYPE -
WEI ¢a.,r'r(KG) 8S0.000
RETURN (KG) 1150.00
VOLLJI[ UP (CUIBIC METERS) 3.000
VOLUME DOI#N (CUIBIC METERS) 3.000
POWER (KW) -0. OOO
HOURS FOR POWER -O.00
EVA HOURS PER CHANGE -O.OO
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA) -
TBD
IVA HOURS PER CHANGE -0.00
LOCATION OF CHANGE LOCAL
TYPICAL TASKS (|VA) *
TBD
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (CONFIG. 1_[S) :
SPECIAL NOTES
CONTAMINAT1ON-
CONTAMINATION AMONGHUMANS. PLAk'TS. AND ANIMALS MUST BE CONSIDERED.
STRUCTURES-
A]rRLDCKS MUST ACCOMMODATETIULN_tERS OF MAJOR EOUIPNENT ITEMS. MODERATE
SIZED 1 G CONTROL CENTRIFUGE ll4, IMPACT STATION DYNAMICS.
MATERIALS-
RADIATION*
TRACER RADZO][SOTOPES I#TLL BE USE_ DURING COURSE OF EXPERIMENTS.
SAFETY -
DEAD ANIMAL STORAGE PROVIDED B_ USER. RADIOISOTOPE. CI.EEMICAL STORAGE
STORAGE-
0PTICAL VI NDDI#-
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK-
REQUIRED FOR EQUIPMENT TRANSFERS - TBO SIZE
TETHER-
VACUUU VENTING-
OVERBOARD VENTING REQUIRED FOR 2 VENTS (1 HIGH VAC. 1 LO_)
0THER-
REQUIRE POST-LAUNCH ACCESS/COk;"RO_ TO BE LESS THAN 2 FIRS AFTER LAUNCH.
REQUIRE PRELAUNCH ACCESS LESS TI_kAJ¢18 HOURS.
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SECTION6.0
This section alphabetically lists those participants in the various meetings
and workshops who helped create of this document.
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